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The Colonel football team made
its first appearance of the season
during the spring football game on
Saturday. The game was decided in
overtime. See Sports for the details.
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Eastern offers severance pay for silence
BY TRACK HANEY

Editor
wiu-n Eastern eliminated
the director of campus recreation/intramural programs
position hist May. John Jewell,
who had held the job for eight
years, suspected foul.play.
He became even more suspicious when he received a
severance offer from the university shortly after leaving
I astern.
Jewell said he believes the
offer stems from his outspokenness on several university
projects.
In June. Jewell, who now
teaches at a university in
South Carolina, was called
back to campus by the human
resources department to discuss a severance offer promising him one month's salary of

$3,991.33 and a continuation
of his health insurance, which
was scheduled to expire on
Aug. 31,2004.
In exchange for the offer.
Jewell was to "cooperate" with
Eastern, the proposed contract said, by not disclosing
information related to "personnel and financial information or development of KKU's
strategic plans."
"You agree that you will not
do or say anything that a reasonable person would expect
to diminish or constrain the
good will and good reputation
of EKU, its employees, officers, board members, agents,
operations or services," the
proposed contract said. "You
agree that you will not disparage or seek to injure the
reputations of the Releasees.
which includes without limita-

tion, refraining front making
any negative statements about
EKU, its business policies and
practices, and the quality of
its services or personnel."
The offer also said Jewell
would have to agree to direct
any future employers or c lients seeking references solely
to Eastern's human resources
department, where those
who inquired would receive a
neutral reference only listing
Jewell's dates of employment
and the position he held.
Jewell did not sign the
offer, but if he had. according
to the proposed contract, he
would not be permitted to talk
about the document.
"You further agree that you
will not disclose the terms
of this Agreement, nor make
any reference to the existence
of the Agreement ... You, and

any attorney, agent or any
person acting on your behalf,
shall not unilaterally make
any statement about this
Agreement, its terms or your
employment with KM' to any
person or entity."
Marc Whin, associate
vice president for public relations and marketing, said
University President Joanne
Glasser was unavailable to
comment because of a family

emergency.
Gary Barksdale.'director ol
human resources whose name
appeared on the severance
offer, canceled an interview
with The Progress to discuss

the circumstances of Jewell's
termination. He directed all
other inquiries regarding personnel to Whitt, who said the
university does not have a
severance policy.

"The resolution oi employment matters depends on the
particular facts and circum
stances involved," Whitt said
in an e-mailed statement "It is
also important to note that as
a matter of university practice
and policy, we do not discuss
personnel matters past the
point of discussion between

the employee and the employer."
'ITie elimination ol the posi
lion and Jewell's termination
came after Jewell received
a poor performance evaluation from the university in
November 2003. Jewell'did
not agree with the evaluation
and later filed a grievance.
He said he was never
shown the results of his grievance hearing, but said five ot
the eight negative evaluations
were overturned.

"''riic evaluation was obviously to give me a heads up
that I wouldn't have a job tin
next year so I could begin
my job search," Jewell told
The Progress on Monday.
"In receive an evaluation
in November right before
Thanksgiving Break. I
thought that was unusual,
and I don't think anybody else
received an evaluation at that

time."
Richard Crosby, head
oI the university's grievance committee, said he was
aware of Jewell's case, but
it was handled internally by
the administration and nevet
came before the committee.
"So far, (the committee)
has existed in name only,"
Crosby said. "I've kind ol
been waiting in the wings until

See JEWELL, A3

Student Senate
SHOWCASING TALENT passes academic
integrity policy
BY KASEY DOYLE

News editor

Senior Miranda Ramsey performs during the Undergraduate
Presentation Showcase on Friday. The Showcase was part of

Brooke Rasor/Progress
the fourth-annual Scholars Weekend Students displayed
artwork and presentations and danced as part of the event.

Undergraduate presentations show off work
BY MEGAN JONES

Assistant news editor
Dance numbers, elaborate presentations and colorful artwork had one thing in
common last Friday: student
presenters.
As a part of Scholars
Weekend, the fourth
Undergraduate Presentation
Showcase gave students
from all backgrounds of
study a chance to expose a
wide variety of faculty, students and staff to their ideas.
With topics from "Trailers
and Had Teeth" to theorizing what city along the
Interstate 7,r> corridor is most
likely to grow, the show-

case encompassed about 17
departments. 120 students
and 30 faculty members, said
Rose Perrine, director of the
Undergraduate Presentation
Showcase.
"We have some very talented undergraduates, and
there are no other opportunities for them to present their
projects," she said. "As long
as they are working with faculty mentors, they can present (in the showcase)."
Tlie purpose of the showcase was for collaborative
projects among students and
faculty to be presented to
other members of the campus community, Perrine said.
"(Faculty mentors) believe

that the best way a student
can learn is through mentoring." Perrine said. "They
believe that working with
students is what Eastern is
all about. Mentors demonstrate what's really special
(about this event) by putting their time where their
mouths are."
Perrine said faculty members did mentoring for the
presentations on top of classes, research, grading, advising and service work for the
university.
"Faculty members do care
about students," she said.
Three faculty members,
including Perrine. started planning the first UP

Students handle stress differently;
can cause headaches, depression
BY MEGAN JONES

Assistant news editor
Stress can be caused by
many situations in students'
lives, from writing a paper or
taking a test to having a wedding or finding out one's car
was stolen.
For Christopher Woods, a
freshman business major living in Martin Hall, getting
his car stolen last semester
topped his stress list.
"1 eventually got it back."
he said, "what was left of it.
anyway."
Barrett Smith, a freshman
fire and safety engineering
major from Martin Hall, is
stressed out about a 10-page
English paper - one that will
count for 10 percent of his
grade
"It's just stressful," he said
"I can't just hallway do it. I
have to do il well."
Stress is a person's
response to any situation or
event that requires adjustment

or change, said Jen Walker,
director of the Counseling
Center. Most people only think
of stress in negative terms, but
stressors — events that cause
stress — can be positive as
well. It is the natural response
to a threatening situation, she
said.
"What's stressful to one student may not be stressful to
the other." Walker said.
The effects of stress can
be in the physical, emotional,
behavioral and mental realms.
Physically, the body reacts
with an increased adrenaline
flow, muscles can be tense,
and heart and respiration rates
are increased, she said.
Emotionally, some may
experience anxiety, irritability, sadness and depression or extreme happiness.
Behaviorally. severe reductions in physical coordination
and control and sleeplessness
are not uncommon. Walker
said. Stress may also cause a
severe reduction in concentra-

tion, the ability to store information in memory and solve
mental tasks.
The way a person handles
stress determines whether the
stress response is helpful or
harmful. Chronic unrelieved
stress can cause headaches,
backaches, loss of appetite,
fatigue, depression and potentially serious physical problems, she said.
At Eastern, according to the
results from the Counseling
Center's Mental Health Needs
survey, the top categories
that caused stress for Eastern
students were problems with
time management, procrastination and academic pressures.
Eighty-one percent of students
feel that time management is a
problem. It is the key factor in
stress control. Walker said.
"(Time management) is
hard to do in college." she
said. "Students live in residence halls, people come in

See STRESS, A4

Showcase in October 2001
because they "just wanted to
do it," she said.
It took until April 2002 to
get students willing to submit
projects and funds. Perrine
is the only faculty member
of the first UP Showcase
team left, and she recruited
an organizational team. The
showcase is supported by the
College of Arts and Sciences
and the psychology department, Perrine said.
"It gets a little easier each
year." she said. "We have a
network of mentors willing to
help to spread the word. ...
The new dean volunteered to
put money for the showcase

See STUDENTS, A4

The Student Government
Association passed the EKU
Academic Integrity Policy after
much debate during the Senate
meeting Tuesday night.
Hie policy focuses on educating students about what is
right and wrong when it comes
to cheating, plagiarism and
fabrication. The policy states,
"Academic integrity is a fundamental value for the Eastern
Kentucky University community
of students, faculty and staff. It
should be clearly understood
that academic dishonesty is not
tolerated and incidents of it will
have serious consequences."
During the April 5 Senate
meeting, members voiced concerns about the policy, and suggested revisions. Tuesday night,
Judy Spain, co-chair of the ad
hoc academic integrity committee, provided Senate members
with revisions to the policy.
Doug Kpling, a Senate member, said he thought the policy
would require a lot of work from
faculty. He said he felt as though
the policy is not fair to students.
"I stand by my original gut
reaction that this is unfair for
students," Epling said during the
discussion.
He said faculty would need
additional professional development when it comes to enforcing
the policy. He suggested faculty
be required to be trained in pro
lessional development and team
building.
Allison Helsinger said the
academic integrity policy will not
stop cheating, but there should
be a consistent academic integrity policy across all departments
on campus.
"I speak in favor of this policy," said Senate member Sheena
Moran. "I think it is important
... the pur|x>se of this (polity) is
for students."
'The Senate passed the aca-

demic integrity policy during the
meeting.
"Overall I am impressed with
the commitment the Senate has
made." said Katy Clipson, the
appropriations chair of SGA and
student academic integrity committee member. "We are not
looking at trying to stop cht -ating
100percent... it is impossible."
Clipson said information
about academic integrity will
be provided to students during
New Student Days and during
the library orientation sessions.
Clipson also said Eastern's
Academic Integrity committee
is working with Madison Central
High School and Madison
Southern High School to educate students on the importance
of academic integrity.
"This is a very important
issue," Clipson said.
The university bookstore
book list was also discussed at
the Senate meeting Tuesda)
night.
James Conneely. vice president for Student Affairs, and I jsa
Crowe, manager of the campus
bookstore, presented information about providing a book list
for students
Crowe said students can visit
www.eku.bkstore.com to view
the book list, which contains
information for the summer and
fall semesters.
Crowe said as of Tuesday, 'il
percent of professors had filed
adoptions, which list textbooks
are required for each professor's
classes She also said some information on the Web site could be
unavailable if the professor has
not filled out an adoption.
'Ihe student Senate also recognized Aaron Raider, former
secretary for SGA, and Lance
Melching, student body president, for their dedication and

service to SGA.
Reach Kasey at
kasry diiyli 7"eku edit

Farmland documentary shown
HISTORIAN
LAUREATE
SPEAKS ABOUT
GROWTH
BY_BQBFLYNM

News writer

Bob Ftynn/Piogress
Thomas Clark, Kentucky's historian laureate, visited campus Monday

Kentuckians sec it around
them every day
Kentucky farmland is disap
pearing and being replaced with
subdivisions and shopping centers.
Walter Brock saw the same
thing happening to his boyhood
home of Lexington, and it left
him wondering how this could
happen and why no one would
talk about it.
Brock has been filming doc
umentaries in Kentucky for 2f>
years.
Brock and 1 02-year-old
Thomas Clark. Kentucky's his
torian laureate, spoke at Eastern
See L\ND. A4
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Professor to discuss Student volunteers
legal issues involving needed to tutor adults
Terri Schiavo case
in reading, math

•Thursday
3 p.m.
The Softball team plays Louisville at Gertrude
Hood Field.
8 p.m.
The EKU Clarinet Choir will present a concert in Brock Auditorium in the Coates
Administration Building
•Friday
1 p.m.
The track teams will host the EKU Invitational
meet at Tom Samuels Track.

Were you confined by all the
legal issues in the Tcrri Schiavo
case?
Eastern professor Michael
Sheliga will present "Legal Issues
in the IVrri Schiavo Controversy
— Why is.lonnif Cochran Upset
with the Suit He was Buried In?"
He will examine and analyze
the rok- of both the Florida and
Federal Courts in the ease and
whether the law was followed
and fairly applied in the Schiavo
case.
The program begins at 7 p.m..
.April 26 in the Student Services
Building Auditorium.
For more information, call
Sheliga at 622-1203.

Project Read of Madison
County is looking for volunteers to tutor adults in math
and reading.
Marjorie Iarris, executive
director of Project Read, said
in order for students lo serve
as a tutor, they must complete
12 hours ot training.
The next training session will be from <i p.m. until
9 p.m. on April 25, 26, 28 and
29 at First Christian Church; in
Berea.
The tutoring training is free,
but Partis said she does charge
participants sin tor a packet of
material that can be used during tutoring sessions

► Police Beat

I arris said she thinks it is
important for students to get
involved because "they are a
well-educated demographic."
Students also understand
what a limiting thing it is to not
be able to read. Karris said.
Project Read is in its 20th

year of existence.
To sign up for the tutoring
training, call Karris at 623-4905.

Anime Club hosts
Japanese Fest 2005
on April 26
[he Eastern Anime Club will
be hosting Japanese I'cst 2005

at 7 p.ni. on Tuesday in the
Herndon Lounge in the Powell
Building.
Japanese refreshments will
be served as well as presenta-

•Sunday
2 p.m.
The bachelor of fine arts graphic design
exhibition will be held in Giles Gallery in the
Campbell Building.
3 p.m.
A choral concert will be held in Brock
Auditorium in the Coates Administration
Building.

• Monday
7:30 p.m.
O.A.R. will perform in Alumni Coliseum.
•Tuesday
3 p.m.
The baseball team will play Georgetown
College at Turkey Hughes Field.
8 p.m.
Tim Maegly will hold a trumpet recital in
Gifford Theatre in the Campbell Building.

'The following reports were
filed with Eastern's Division of
Public Safety between April 9
and April 15.

Begley Building in reference
to criminal mischief. Someone
found three light bulbs broken
out iii the north end stairwell.

April 9
A Todd Hall resident reported
that she was assaulted.

A person reported he had four
T-shirts taken from his locker
in the Weaver Building's men's
locker room.

Richard A. Armstrong Jr.
of Louisville was arrested and
charged with disregard of a
traffic control device and operating on a suspended operator's license
.April 10
Public safety performed a
check of the Foster Music
Building in reference to previous problems with occupants
in the building after hours.
Jason Dye was seen and had
been told several times he
couldn't be in the building
without supervision after normal building hours. Dye was
told by public safety that he
would be subject to criminal
charges if he were caught in
the building unsupervised after
hours again.
William H. Broach of
Centerville, Ohio, was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
April 11
Public safety reported to the

Someone reported a person
stole the back tire of his bicycle while it was on a bicycle
rack at Commonwealth Hall.
.April 12
A person reported several
vehicles had been broken into
at the Lancaster Lot Four vehicles were forcibly entered. The
owners of the vehicles were
contacted. Hie estimated cost
of vehicle damage repair cannot be determined at this time.
Two Keene Hall residents
reported numerous items stolen from their room.
Someone reported that his
backpack was stolen from the
Weaver Building's men's locker room.
A McGregor Hall resident
reported she was arguing
with another resident. The
two were yelling at each other
and then pushed each other.
When the argument began.

one McGregor Hall resident
was told to leave the room. The
other McGregor Hall resident
forced the door open when
the reporting resident tried
to shut the door. They were
both advised to calm down and
avoid each other.
Someone reported that her
vehicle's windshield was broken while it was parked in the
Commonwealth Lot
A person reported that an
individual known to her was
harassing her.
April 13
James C. Dorris of Stanton
was arrested and charged
with operating a motor vehicle
under the influence of alcohol
or drugs and possession of
marijuana.
Johnathan L. Powers of
Harlan was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Christopher J. Hillard
of Hoffman Estates. III., was
arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
William G. Thames of
Richmond was arrested and
charged with third degree arson.

tions in Origami, martial arts,
games and many other activi
ties.
For more information,
contact Jeri Kuclidc at jeri.
euclide"ekll edll.

Colonel Awards
scheduled to honor
community service
Kappa Delta fan and Sigma
Nu will host the third annual
Colonel Awards at X p.m.. April
2K in the Student Services
Building Auditorium.
Awards will be given to pep
pie in the Madison County coin
munity for service and voluntieiisni.
One scholarship will be given
to a high school student who will
attend Eastern in the fall.
Compiled by Megan Jones
Someone reported his vehicle
had been broken into and several items were stolen while
it was parked in the Brockton

Lot.
Angela Siliznoff of London
was arrested and charged with
disregarding a traffic control
device and operating on a MI~
ponded operator's license.
A person reported several damaged ceiling tiles on the first
floor of the Begley Building.
April 14
Someone reported a water
balloon was thrown from the
south side of Martin Hall hit
him. He said that while he and
a friend were walking toward
Blimpie's. a person threw a
water balloon and it hit him on
the leg. He was not injured.
Michael W. Minerirh of
Richmond was arrested and
charged with disregarding a
traffic control device, operating on a suspended operator's
license, no insurance and possession of a suspended license
April 15
Nathan Taylor of Richmond
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.

1/ivwer
School
art £«£tern

floi'tbh. AffordMo.

For more information:
800-465-9191 orwww.eku.edu/summer

2005 Summer Sessions
Summer Session I
Summer Session II

May 16-June 17*
June 20-July 22*

•Additional class schedules available For information refer to www.«kiL«dii/sch«dutebook
Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United
States Air Force, it's unlikely you'll even spend it in the same state or country.
You'll have the opportunity to practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields
in a variety of nursing environments. And you'll feel a greater sense of shared

IPS
Whcr& Sfoclc*\fo and Leantm* Come* tfrtf
Ea«eml(*rtud(yU*«r^h»nA«rmjth«Actlo«v^c^

responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually lead your team.
Sound like the kind of career you'd like to have? Then call 1-800-588-5260.
AIRF0RCE.COM/healthcare • 1-800-588-5260
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JEWELL: Former campus recreation director questioned fitness center balcony
FTom Page Al

liny need us."
Jewell said lie wonders if
Others who have lell the university were put in circumstances similar to those s'ur
rounding his departure.
Provost offered sabbatical
Former athletics director
John Shaler. who retired from
the university in the fall of
2004 for medical reasons, and
former university photographer Tim Webb, who resinned
in January 2004, both said
they did not receive a severance offer or similar contract
when they left their positions.
Former provost I.vie Cook,
who now teaches in the math
department, said he was not
offered a contract, but was
given something else by the
university when lie left his
008itioi1 as provost after serving one year.
"I did take a sabbatical."
Cook said.
Cook, w h o c a in e t o
Eastern from Black Hills State
University in July 20(Ki. said
his in-town paid sabbatical In
the fall was an "administrative
leave."
"I learned some things I
needed to teach my classes."
Cook said of his sabbatical.
"It's not unusual for somebody
to leave a position and take
some time to retool and gel
set up for their new task."
Cook said when he went to
the math department he "was
"converted back to the faculty
position at the standard rate."
Cook is a full professor
who is paid $104,363.60 on a
9/10-month scale, according
to records from the university
counsel's office.
The next highest salary in
the math deportment for a full
professor is $87,908.14 on a
9/10-month scale, according
to university counsel records.
Cook's leave from the
university before he started
teaching in January did not
go to the sabbatical leave
committee for approval, but
was granted by the Hoard of
Regents in June 2004.
The eligibility guidelines for sabbaticals require
employees to have completed

(IV

12 semesters of full-time service to the university before
they can apply for a sabbatical.
Hie guidelines also require
sabbatical requests be made
no later than Sept. IS of the

tion o! the intramural program
and given to the Model lab
School" Jewell said in a letter
to The Progress. "In the end.
EKU college students will be
required to pay lor their donalion' of the soccer field to tinModel Lib School "
Jewell was also dissatisfied
with the university's architectural firm selection process
regarding the fitness center.
He said he was not allowed
io attend closed meetings
during the architectural firm
bid process even though he
was on the building committee He said hi- thought Omni

year preceding the academic
year of the sabbatical.
Cook's leave would fall
under an exception to the
guidelines, which allows the
president, along with the provost/vice president of academic affairs, to grant sabbaticals that are not in compliance
with the guidelines but are

"deemed in the best interest of
the university." the policy said.
"As I resigned that (the
sabbatical) was just part of the
package." Cook said. "It was
decided that was just a good
thing to do."
The Progress attempted to
contact others who had left
tin' university but was unsuccessful.

Architects, the Lexington-

Fitness center concerns
As for Jewell, he speculates the reasons for his
termination and poor evaluation were directly related
to his outspokenness on the
university's actions regarding
campus recreation projects,
including plans for the Fitness
and Wellness Center, which
opened last fall.
Jewell said he was adamantly opposed to the university creating an enclosed
viewing area in the fitness
center, which overlooks Koy
Kidd Stadium, for the purpose of providing a space to
entertain alumni and friends
of the university. He said he
was against the idea because
the viewing area did not coincide with the purpose of the
$7 million awarded to Kastern
by the state to build a center
for the promotion of student
recreation.
"Hie balcony took on a different tone when Glasser got
there." Jewell said. "It became
bigger, grander, everything
else, and it was always at the
expense of student space
— That's what my argument
was ... We needed to focus on
serving students."
Jewell sent several e-mails
to those involved with the
project, including (ilasser.

Marcie McDowell Progress
John Jewell, former director ot campus recreation/intramural programs, said he believes his objections
to the viewing area In the Fitness and Wellness Center were among the reasons his job was eliminated

expressing his concerns.
He said those concerns
were largely ignored and even
discouraged by other committee members.
In an e-mail sent to Jewell
on Aug. 7. 2002. Rita Davis,
then the interim vice president
of student affairs and chair of
the building committee, wrote.
"My experience thus far is that
you have more criticisms than
positive input. I am sorry for
that. But either get on board
and approach this positively or
let me know your desire to not
continue as a committee member. We must move forward in
a positive manner."
This came the day after
Davis sent an e-mail to Jewell
describing why the majority of
the committee was in support
of the viewing balcony.
"The balcony is something
the president wants for enter
taining and raising funds and
therefore, we will support it,"
Davis wrote. "The building is
for student use. but we must
be visionary and realize this
may also be a way to get fund-
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ing for Phase B and C of the
wellness facility. I'm on your
development hat and let's
help the university raise some
money .. The climbing wall
may go. but other than that
students will be served."
On Oct. 17. 2003. a change
order was submitted to add
glass walls and doors to the
viewing area al a cost of
$48.0t>0.47. according to state

documents.

able in the initial construction
project within that initial S7
million, how does the monej
all of a sudden become available lo put in a climbing wall'"
A $30 per semester student
n creation fee was approved
in May 2003, The fee was earmarked lor the maintenance
and daily operation of the
building and for the enhancement of the intramural program.

The change order said
the reason for the addition
was "the use of this area is
now required for private con
ference/meeting space thus
necessitating the privacy and
upgrade of finishes."
Jewell and Davis said the
university did eliminate the
climbing wall at one point, but
later put it back in the plans.
Jewell speculated the funds to
pay for the climbing wall came
from the generated student
recreation fee.
"Where else would it come
from?" Jewell asked. "If they
didn't have money to build a
climbing wall that was avail-

Other recreation concerns
In addition to his concerns
about the viewing area. Jewell
said he also had concerns
abouj the intramural fields
and the architectural firm
selected lo design the l-'itnt-ss
and Wellness Center. He speculated his objections were also
reasons for his termination.
"The new student fee.
which supports the recreation
center, also includes a line
item for a S2.2 million outdoor
field project. That project is
partly necessary because the
intramural soccer field was
removed from the jurisdic-

Wednesday nights at 7:30 p.m.
tune to channel 76 on campus
Can't catch it Wednesday? Don't
worry, you can tune in for the
repeats on Friday and Monday.
at 7:30 p.m.
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Checkout
Eastern's Talk Show
LIVE from Studio B

Come And out why more students sell their books at the
EKU Bookstore.
"—

based company awarded the
contract, had not done enough
: I si arch on educational re<
reation facilities and did not
have enough experience with
such facilities.
"Omni appears to have a
very strong background in '
healthcare, religious, educational facilities, high tech
research labs, anil corporate
commercial facilities but they
do no) appear to have much
ot a specialty in recreational
facilities," Jewell wrote in an
e-mail to Davis on March 22.
2002, "Overall, I would rat.'
this firm the lowest for this
spet ific project'"
Jewell said he was not alone
in his opinions regarding the
Fitness and Wellness Center
and the intramural fields, but
he doesn't think anyone else
at tin- university will come lor
ward about it.
"I don't think people really
want to talk, to till the truth.
It's a loi easier to talk when
you don't have to deal with
(Eastern's) administration
every day because. I mean.
they're brutal." Jewell said.
"I think there is a system in
place that' keeps people down
and I think there needs lo be
change that encourages open
discussion, and if you do disagree with people, they don't
retaliate against you." Jewel
said. "I think that's the foundation of higher education.
In my opinion, you just don't
have that at EKU. People are
too afraid to say anything."

Champions Sports Bar & ("mil Weekly Drink Specials
Mondays $2.7S Captain Morgan, Tuesdays - $2.75 Hpnotiu.
Wednesdays - $3.00 Margaritas, Thursdays - $1.00 tequila. Fridays - $3.00 Daquiria, Saturdays - $4.00 Jager Bombs
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STUDENTS: LAND: Clark said change in Kentucky landscape heartbreaking

Showcase
has great i
atmosphere
From Page Al

in his budget so we wouldn't
have to beg We really appreciate that: knowing that we have
funds helps us to be able to

buy floor easels."
As more and more students
submitted their projects, the
UP staff had to buy more floor
easels. The funding also went
toward making abstract books
available at the showcase and
food. Ferrine said.
Sandy fonder, a senior business and marketing education
major from Lincoln County.
said tin- II' Showcase has a
great atmosphere.
"Everyone has been really
nice." she said. "Everyone has
been interested, and (the staff)
has done well. We're proud of
our projects, and we want to
share the importance of the
presentations we've done (for
conventions) with faculty and
students."
Dance Theatre also performed two numbers at the
UP Showcase with music from
Pink Floyd and I'hish.
"Dance Theatre adds to the
whole ambience." I'errine said.
Information about the showcase was passed down through
the faculty All faculty members who have ever participated in the UP Showcase gets a
letter and a pile of posters to
post around their office area.
Ferrine said. Mass e-mails,
press releases and "word of
mouth" are among other
means of getting the information out into the campus community, she said
Victor Jenkins, a senior
wildlife management and
chemistry major from Corbin.
said the UP Showcase was a
good experience.
"It doesn't (cause) as much
pressure as standing up and
making a speech in front of 80
people." he said. "It's something everyone should do. and
it can be helpful in getting a
job."
Reach Megan at
megan Jones 123<&eku. edu

From Page Al
Monday as part of the Farth
Days in the Cumberlands celebration.
After showing his documentary "Land and How it Gets This
Way" in the Crabbe Library.
Brock, joined by Clark held a
question and answer session
with some students and faculty.
After seeing a television news
story about a clash between
preservationists and developers
in Woodford County. Brock said
knew he needed to do a documentary on the subject.
"I've carried this tension with
me since childhood about what
had happened (to Lexington)
and wanted to understand it."
Brock said.
"It was kind of like living in
a home with some kind of dysfunction and nobody will talk
about it." he said.
"When I heard about
Woodford County, it was the first
time I was aware of any discus
sion about the problem in this

Change is inevitable. I can't take
you back to those days.
—Thomas Clark

Kentucky's historian laureate

yy
area." Brock said.
Brock said he was less inter
ested in the issue ami more
interested in the people and telling their stories.
The filming of the documentary covered a period of almost
10 years.
The film gave an insight into
the lives of the people involved
and showed how they changed
over the 10 years of the filming.
Clark was one of the people
interviewed in the film and said
the Ix'xington he knew does not
exist anymore.
He came to Kentucky to
attend graduate school at the

STRESS: Brief relaxation
strategies relieve stress
From Page Al
and out of rooms asking questions. Sometimes it's important to say no to people without feeling guilty. There's so
many stimuli, and it can be
overwhelming."
The body's stress reaction causes the body to get
"rewed-up." or ready to deal
with stressors, and students
need to have a break from constant stress reactions. Walker
said. If students are constantly responding to stress, they
don't get a break, and this is
why it is important for students to know time management and relaxation strategies.
Sleeplessness resulting
from stress is also a concern
for Walker and many other
Counseling Center directors.
She talked with other directors
of counseling centers at the
Counseling Centers Director's
Conference and learned that
sleeplessness is "not just a
phenomenon here at Eastern."
Walker said.
At Eastern. 51 percent of

students indicated they have
difficulty getting enough sleep
because of stress.
"We want to figure out what
to do." she said. "We're concerned about the sleep issue,
the cause of it."
Walker said doing brief
relaxation strategies many
times a day is the most important method for relieving
stress. Realize what part of the
body is tense, and immediately
let it relax, letting that tension
go. Take a deep breath, hold it
for three seconds and let it all
out at once. When exhaling, let
your jaw and shoulders relax
and think about being calm.
Do something that is enjoyable. Visualize a very peaceful
place or person that may have
a calming effect, she said.
"Exercise helps reduce
depression, enhance selfesteem, and relieve anxiety."
Walker said. "Put something
in that day for you. something
that has a relaxing or calming
effect."
Reach Megan at
megan Jones 123@eku.edu

I niversity of Kentucky in 1928.
.After completing the doctoral
program at Duke University,
he taught at Kentucky and has
remained in Ix-xington for more
than 70 years.
Clark said as a student at
UK. he was concerned with the
state's lack of historical document preservation.
The first thing he did at
I K was to develop a catalog of
Kentucky's historic documents.
He i-. credited with beginning
the state's first archival system.
In the 70 years he has lived in
Lexington, Clark has witnessed
the change in the Kentucky

landscape and he said it breaks
his heart.
"Change is inevitable. I can't
take you back to those days. I
can't go back myself. It is not
there anymore." Clark said.
Although he sees the radical changes taking place in
Lexington. Clark said there are
still some places in Kentucky
that are just he way they have
been for hundreds of years.
"Last fall I had a tremendous
experience traveling through
Bourbon County." Clark said.
"We came across a rural area
of fields and pristine land. You
almost felt like you were driving in a vacuum; nothing had
changed."
"It makes you realize that
land is not a static thing after
all. it is changing. It is never a
constant thing, never has been
in the history of man."
Brock said he went into the
filming thinking he was doing
one story and came away with
another outlook.
"I found that, in profound

ways, this debate had more to
do with social class. It was a surprise to me the level to which
social class fuels these disagreements." Brock said.
He said he learned a lot about
himself making the film.
"I came to realize that the
land and man are connected and
from someone's perspective,
every change is spoiling the land
for someone else."
One student pointed out.
"what's perfect in one person's
eyes may not be perfect in

another."
Brock said he wanted to
show both sides of this issue
and not try to influence people's
opinions.
Judging from the response of
the crowd, he succeeded.
"I've been to lots of these and
he is the only person who has
tried to show both sides of the
issue." Eastern technology professor Mike Sheliga said.
Reach Bob at •
bobbyJiynn2iSeku. edu

Visit us at www.easternprogress.com

WANT SOME?
Tha Progress is
enthusiastic and motivated -• -?1
students to join our advertising
staff next year.

**&
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fit"""

Become a sales representative and
build your resume, work around
your classes and earn some extra
cash.
r
Apply today!
Call Adam at 622-1489 or stop by
Room 117 in the Donovan

Applications due April 28

YOU CAN BE PART OF

SOMETHING BIG.
\rWre one of fhe biggest employers in the area,
hiring everyone from dealers to desk clerics.
Opportunities available in the casino, hotel,
food & beverage and administration fields.
If you're looking tor a fun and fulfilling career,
come join us. Apply online today.
BELTERRA'S BENEFITS INCLUDE
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Student Activities Council Presents

t
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EKU Alumni Coliseum

3EE
General Admission $25
Available through ticketmaster.com

EKU Students $15
Available through SGA

Call 859.622.1724 for information
. :.
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A wedding for all seasons

The big day
and we don't mean graduation
Students must balance
classes with planning
Michelle Sedgwick'8 bi« clay was May 29, 2(KM.
The senior public relations major's fiance. Joey Sedgwick,
proposed on May 12. 2003, Riving the couple a liltle more than a
year to plan an out-of-state wedding.
"The first thing we had to decide is where we were going to
have it." Hickcox told The IVogress last year.
They picked a spot in Arizona, where Hickcox is originally
from, and flew in around ('*) guests from Sedgwick's home state
of Maryland, including the pastor conducting the ceremony.
Hickcox said having the wedding out of state is not only extra
pressure, it adds extra cost. She had to fly to Arizona numerous
times to finalize planning.
"As much as you try to just keep everything simple, it just
doesn't happen." Hickcox said in 2(KM. "It's just those little things
that start creeping up on you that you have to budget."
As a student. Hickcox said planning a wedding was even
more pressure rxrause she had to organize everything around
classes.
Her advice to other brides is "to follow the (planning) timelines, make a list and stick to it."
"If you just do a little bit at a time, it will go a lot smoother."
Hickcox said.
Crystal Wilson, wedding consultant and manager of Bridal
Garden in Richmond, said around 40 percent of her customers
are college students, and she can definitely tell their stress levels
are higher.
The combination of school and the wedding keeps them
stressed out," Wilson said. "A lot of kids wait until they're graduating (to start planning)."
Wilson suggests couples first make a list of everything they
need for the wedding before actually purchasing anything.
According to Wilson, couples planning a traditional 100guest wedding should start planning about a year in advance.
Wilson also recommends couples not start planning right
after the engagement because 25-30 percent end up canceling.
And although the financial burden of paying for a wedding
can become expensive, Wilson said, "you should never go into
debt for a wedding" by taking out a loan.
She suggests saving up money while planning, but not actually putting money down until a year before the wedding.
"Make a budget out." Wilson said. "You know what you can
truly afford and what you can't."
She said very few college students ask for wedding consulSee STUDENTS, A7

Guests should follow etiquette
BY TEBBJ FYFFE
Staff writer
To some Eastern students this summer,
the "big day" means in
them a lot more than
cramming for finals or even
graduating. For some, in fact,
the "big day" involves plunging into the rest of their lives.

(marriage dial is).
Whether such a day is
marked on your calendar this
summer as optional or not.
sometimes it is easy to find
yourself overwhelmed from
so much bird seed, silver
bells, and the ever-so-blinding
amount of white. However, lor
those who think marital bliss
may be easier to achieve than
proper wedding etiquette, help
in on the way.
To wedding consultant
Sharon Lawrence Osborne.
who owns the bridal business
Added Touch in Richmond,
wedding etiquette isn't just the
art of knowing what to wear,
when to come or even what to
give, but rather the simple consideration of others. At times
when it seems you've given
other people all the consider-

TIM WEBB'®*

PHOTOGRAPHY

ation they deserve the following tips may be of service:
• Don't be fooled by the
time listed on the invitation.
"Whatever time is listed on the
invitation is the time the bride
will be walking down the aisle."
Osborne said. Show up at least
30 minutes before the time on
the invitations, she said.
• Always give a gift.
Osborne recommends what
she calls a practical gift for
both the guest and bride: the
gift card. What do you do if
you can't aiford to buy a gift
alone? "do in with two-three
people," Osborne said.
• What should you wear?
Osborne thinks the typical little
black dress is still the best wedding look for a female guest.
For a male guest, Osborne recommends a while shirt and a
black suit, Ni ed to save some
money? (iuys can wear a basicwhite t-shirt instead of a dress
shirt. Osborne said. What do
you do if you don't know how
formal the wedding will be?
"It's better to dress down than
dress up." she said.
Kven though there are plenty of traditional rules to follow.

See TIPS, A7

630 Big Hill Ave. Suite 4

Richmond, KY 40475

Flower Shop

(859)624-0198

Wedding coordinator
floral services
custom design programs &
invitations
Portrait* & PUoj,ournaliim
L
www.timwebbphotography.com

859.623.6797

Storybook Wcdd ingson D V D. com
Videography Services
Video Stories
Photo Stories
Portrait Sessions
Storybook Albums
For more information sec our
website or contact:

Kathy Cox 544-7591 Richmond
DavidandKathyCoxGaol. com

10% off wedding
coordinator services

" TOUCH

454 Big Hill Ave. • (859)623-0453

• Complete Wedding Planning
• Fresh Flowers
• Rental items
• Columns/Gazebos
• Secret Garden
• June Morning Reception Hall
• Invitations
• Calligraphy
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STUDENTS:
Don't forget
to 'have fun'

Student plans double wedding;
Experiences double joy, stress

From \<>

lants because students make
the mistake <>! thinking the)
can (In ii all themselves. With
a wedding consultant, Wilson
said, you save money on your
vendor selections, and the con
suiting ends up paying for itsell
Mm overall — through the
financial burden, the stress
of time management ami the
MIVNS of planning — she said
couples planning a wedding
cannot forget I<> simply "have
fun."
"A loi of people Ret caught
up in (lie details. It's your day
— enjoy it," Wilson said.
'Editor's note: This Story was
previously published by Tracy
Hanry in the March 25, 2004
Accent section.

TIPS: Arrival
half the battle
From A6
Osbprne said, "quite frankly
every rule thai has been written
has been broken." Osborne.
who has worked in the bridal
business for 20 years, recom
mends starting with traditional
etiquette then branching out to
address each circumstance.
However. "'There's more to
wedding planning than most
think."Osborne said.
So when should wedding
planning start? "As soon as he
asks and you say yes." she said.

This is an advertising
supplement of The
Progress.
Page design by
Adam Baker, ad manager
Sales by Sarah Beth Huff, sales rep
Ad design by
Colin Reush. ad designer

In less
than
two
months. I will
he standing
at the altar.
marrying the
man of my
dreams.
W I, e n
Step h e n
asked me
to
marry
him nineteen months

ago, I knew

44
Planning a double wedding has been
absolutely crazy but wonderful.
—Megan Hansen

Megan
Hansen is
managing
editor of The
Progress.

it would be
a lime, road
planning my wedding, being a
lull-time student and working
for Hie Progress, but I couldn't
wait to start planning.
Right off the bat. Stephen
and I decided we would wait
until we both graduated before
tying the knot. We knew we
would be engaged for two
years, but it was OK because il
would give us the lime to plan
the wedding of my dreams,
A lew months alter Stephen
pop|K'd (he question, my older
sister also got engaged. My sister and her fiance also wire
looking at the summer of L'(Hi.r>
to get married
Last fall, about six months
alter getting engaged. Stephen
and I picked a date lor our wedding. June -1, 2(H).r>.
I had not told my sister the
dale we had chosen when I
learned that they had also chosen a dale lor their wedding.
June IK. L'(K).r>.
All I could think was "Mow
are we going to handle two
weddings in our family in a
span of two weeks?"
Growing up. my sister and
I were not close, but as we
got older we became better
friends ami began to actually
enjoy each other's company. A
bridesmaid's mom was married
in a double wedding with her
sister, and alter talking to my
bridesmaid. I decided it would

9

MONTHS BLIOKI

6

MONTHS BI FORE

m
m
m
m
m

Meet with wedding prolcssmnals .ind hammer.«n Uic details
Oder inflations.
Ai range lur transportation to and trotn the cetvnuny.
Secure any rentals needed, such as tables and chain for die reception.
Stan planning honeymoon.

3
m
m
m
m
m
m

M< »N I |IS 13 I I OKI
Schedule dress finings and chouse tuxeik».
Select and ordet uedding rings
l'inali/e puest list and send BIN Italians.
Meet with officiate to discuss details of the ceremony
Set up rehearsal and rehearsal dinner.
Make hemeymmn reservatmns.

128 Main Street
BereA, Kentiu ky 40403
(859)-985-7468

appointment.'

Student

»
be tun to do a double wedding
with my sister
I called my sister that
night and asked her what she
thought about tin- idea. She
thought it would be fun and
something that all our guests
would remember.
We decided we would have
our double wedding extravaganza on June IK.
One of the first things I
did after we decided to have a
double wedding was to try to
find information about how to
do a double wedding. I quickly
learned that then' is really no
information on double weddings anywhere.
Planning a double wedding
has been absolutely crazy but
wonderful. My sister already
had her dress, so one of the
big decisions we had to make
was what type of dress would
I have? Would I get one that
matched hers? Would 1 get
one thai complemented hers?
Would I get what I wanted
and not worry about matching

hers?
I went to Cincinnati looking
lor my wedding dress with my
mom and dad (yes. I did say
my dad went with mi' to get my
dress). 1 found the dies- oi my
dreams, and as soon as I tried
it on. I knew I had to have it.
.My dress doesn't match my
sister's, but we will complement each other nicely.
Besides picking wedding

I 2 M(>N I II
m Announce engagement in the newspuper.
m Discuss wedding in detail with all patties involved
m Reserve ceremony and nxtpuon biles,
m Select altcndjuits
m Shop fur wedding gown and bridesmaids
dresses.

m Interview and hire weddinp proftssjorwk
m (Ymtact officiate and s»k about any pre-weddinp oWi|;atiorK. such as
premarital counseling.
m()nlcr wakling isiwn JUXI HCICCI bndrviiuiKh dresses,
m Compose guest list,
m Sun gift registry.

PhocogittpheR

'Weddings shot
with your ideas
in mind.
(.ill me today
to set up an

1

MOM

dresses, many other things
are made more complicated
by having a double wedding.
We had to decide on how we
an- going to do attendants
(Luckily, my sister and I are
both fairly laid back, so we
have agreed to both do what
we want, and we will make it all
work out.)
Our wedding is going to be
huge: Stephen anil I have 10
attendants total, and my sister
and her fiance have It) as well.
We have agreed not to use the
same colors, but our colors will
match. I am using light pink,
she is using pale green.
We are having a huge wedding with 2t) attendants total
but it will be worth every crazy
moment we come across.
Everyone always asks me
how we an' going to do the ceremony, and honestly we don't
have everything pinned down
yet. We have a general idea but
I guess we'll figure it out during the rehersal. Thai is what
rehersals are for. to reherse
what you're going to do.
1 can't wait to get married.
and sharing that special day
with my sister will make it even
more exciting.
Maybe a lew years down
the road. I'll write a book about
planning a double wedding
because it would have been so
nice to have instructions as to
how to do it. hut it's been fun
figuring il out for ourselves.

Announce wedding in the newspaper.
Schedule final dress fitting.
Pick up rings.
Have pmgraim printed
Write vows if needed

'
m
ni
m
m

W l-: 1 K s U i i o KI
Meet with photographer and provide them with a list of preferred shots
Obtain marriage license
Create a scaling chan for the reception it necessary.
Cormnn hcincvmnon reservations
I1uvhase gilts lor attendants.

I

Weddfnfj and Even!
Videoaraphy
Reasonable Rates

Acres of Land Winery cordially invites
you to celebrate your special event
among our vineyards. We have several
locations and services available for
your choosing.

Please visit our web site at
www.acresoflandwincry.com
or call us at (859) 358-0482.
THANK YOU

ll BEFORI

in
m
m
tn
m

TTI

Pinnacle
Productions

r« pmnodeproducliocnl com
Dovid Horl, Productr
8593587370
Emoil dhorll@|uno coin

Wllk

BlFORE

■ Contact caterer with final guest count.
ni Kinuli/v details with all wedding prolcssxaials
TI Pick up wedding gown,
m Add to gilt registry.
m Pack for honeymoon

Announce your special
day in The Progress.

The Bit; Daj
Rest, rriax muthuue fa»!

•--^ The Eastern

Progress

Call 622-1489
for rates.

Advertising Department
H22-INU /422-I48H

}

eddinas with
.<B. Studio (Photography
Ho get the Best photos for the lowest price, come
to us. 'With packages starting at onCy $500
and free rehearsal coverage, you won't finda better
deaf anywhere!
Mention this adandrecieve a free 8".
with your wedding package.
Cad today to schedule a wedding consultation!
Owner/photographer. (Brooke <Rflsor. 622-2482
www. 66studwpfiotography. cam

'&>*vy/fV.
Bridal * Tuxedo • Proms • Pageant
Shoes • Jewelry • Tiaras • Flower Girl Dresses

HOURS
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
1 p.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

622-4426
Alterations 622-4426
Located in Richmond Mall
MasterCard • Discover • Visa • American Express
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Anonymous letter
circulates on campus,
wants Glasser out

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A LIBRARIAN

Librarian doesn't
spend day sitting
behind desk
BY HAVANNA HAGANS

. ..

Many students visit the
library each day, whether ii
i> in conduct research, study,
check e-mail, relax, drink
coffee or read ;i book
\uthor i. harles Bracelet!
IIUIMI. who often work-- m
Kastern's librai > said, "This
i- i In- best library I have
been in." He said sources,
layout and helpful 'non-attltudinal' librarians make ii so.
IIIUMI considers Linda
Si/emore one ol these librarians, With her master's
degree in library science,
Sizemore spends her free
I i nit researching new information, articles and other
sources in help her understand .i wide variety of topics
students may ask about, she
said she wants to be able to
din cl students to the rik'lu
place when they come to her.
Sizemore earned her HA
ifi classical languages from
Berea College and her mas
iii's iii library and information science from the
l niv< rsity <>i Kentucky.
\s Kastern's government
documents librarian, she has
spent 12 years working as a
librarian, five of which she
has dedicated in Eastern's
campus. She has also worked
at the Stale Law Library in
Frankfort and Wyatt, Tarrant
and Combs in l^xington.
Many students who do
not visit the library often
think librarians just organize
bonks, run the check nut
desk and help students find
what they need. Sizemore
said she doesn't sil at the
disk all day
Skimming down the list of
things Sizemore dors on an
average day at work, organizing books was not mi the top
of the list.
"'Ordering books is the
fun part ol being a librarian,''
Sizemore said. "We encourage the department In give
us book recommendations,

was faculty, staff or student.
but Jaleh Rezaie. chair of the
News editor
department of computer science and chair of the Strategic
Last Tuesday, several Planning Committee, said the
Easterq faculty members anonymous letter was a "cowreceived an anonymous let- ardly and negative campaign."
Rezaie. who is also the
ter delivered through campus
mail suggesting "(ilasser must co-chair of the Southern
Association of Colleges and
go."
A copy of an article from Schools reaffirmation project,
said the letthe March 18
ter upset and
edition of The
_ alarmed her
C h r ohi cIe
when she found
of Higher
out she was not
Education was
the only person
attached. Lhe
who received it.
rticle, writ"There is no
ten by Scott
way to be able
S m a 11 wood,
to figure out
summarized
who sent the letan incident
ter." Rezaie said.
in which pro"That's what
fessors at
New Mexico
makes it unfair."
The
letH i g b I :i 'I d s
ter was unfair
I' n i v e r s i t y
to University
wrote a threePresident
page Liter to
—Jaleh Razaie
Joanne Glasser
North Central
Chair of the Strategic
and an insult
Associali on
Planning Committee
of Colleges
to the faculty
and Schools.
)) working on the
reaffirmation
the organizaprocess, Rezaie
tion in charge
said. The letter
of Highlands'
accreditation. In lhe letter, the will not have any effect on the
professors complained about SACS reaffirmation process.
"a lack of shared governance,
"I thought (the letter) was
a president who belittles the horrifying." Rezaie said.
faculty and four recent ten(ilasser was unavailable
ure denials by the Board of for comment, but Marc Whitt,
Regents."
associate vice president for
Stapled to the article was a public relations and marketing,
brief Statement from tin- anon- submitted a statement to The
Progress via e-mail concerning
ymous writer.
"There are differences the anonymous letter.
between KKU's situation and
"While we do not choose to
New Mexico Highlands' situ- respond to an anonymous camation (see attachment), but pus mailing that contains evaprofessors at both institutions sive messages and innuendos,
share the fear that their respec- we have always been and will
tive presidents are destroying continue to be a campus comthe integrity of their universi- munity that supports responties. Following the example of sible, open communication,
professors at NMH. EKU pro- dialogue and debate." Whitt
cessors should take a proactive said via e-mail.
stand. Together we can tell
SACS that (ilasser must go!"
Reach Kasey at
It is unknown if the writer
kasey _doyle 7@eku. edu
BY KASEY DOYLE

Inn sometimes we make our
own selections."
Choice cards are filled mil
and seni io each department,
and professors pick out what
books or material they waul
in be ordered. Si/enmre said.
Book selection is pan ol
Si/emore's liaison duties
she has with her academic

ii

There is no way
to be able to
figure out who
sent the
letter. That's
what makes it
unfair.

department. Accreditation

visits and teaching library
sessions are also a part of
ilmsc duties. Sizemore said
Despite popular belief.
"Library instruction is the
big bulk of it." Sizemore said.
Sizemore teaches in a
classroom setting and some-

limes conducts one-on-one
reference appointments, during which she aids students
in finding sources Io complete their assignments.
As an instructor. Sizemore
has in keep up with the different classes and subjects
she has to teach, and with
each class, she has to readjust in the subject matter.
During instruction.
Sizemore also leaches students how in efficiently use
and evaluate in formal ion
sources such as cQucst,
EBSCOHoSt, the Internet
and other specialized print
and electronic resources.
After classroom instruction, Sizemore does a little
weeding and updating.
"It is always important
io maintain the governmenl
documents collection, keep
up In date on the availability
of useful government informalion found through the
web and to keep up to date
on the library's collection,
both print and electronic."
Sizemore said.
In order to do this.
Si/elliore uses the pi mess
of weeding e-lisis and databases.
"We always update ourselves." Sizemore said.
The e-lists are checked
once or twice monthly for
subject and content, and
the databases are updated

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Linda Sizemore has spent five years working in Eastern's library.
She serves as the government documents librarian

because llnre is good information that students would
forget and could pin to use.
Sizemore said.
In the process ol weeding, books are removed
from the shelves based on
publication dale, and his
torical and subject field
importance to students and
(acuity. When these books
have been removed, they are
added Io a lisl and sent In
the University ol Kentucky
Regional Depository Library
and other depository libraries in Kentucky before disposal.
In addition to updating
materials and teaching class.
Sizemore is also responsible
lor reference desk work.
Sizemore spends approximately lour hours a week
working at the library's reference desk.
"I think the library is used
a lot for studying." Sizemore
said.
While at the reference
desk. Sizemore does anything from answering ques
lions on sources, helping students find books, changing
ink cartridges, lending out

the stapler or pencils, assisi
ing with computer or printer problems, answering the
phone and monitoring TTY
usage.
Sizemore has also published an article in Kentucky
Libraries and has presented
at the Kentucky Library
Association Conference, the
Lilly conference, and will
be presenting at the upcoming l.OEX Conference in
Louisville.
Standing behind the reference desk, laughter.
COUghing, page lurns in
a book, linger tips pecking
upon keys, copy machines,
staplers crunching and low
chatters can all be heard and
multiple cups, snacks and
plastic wrappers can be seen
across the room. According
to Sizemore. "For as much
drink that is brought into the
library, there are very few
spills "
"Nobody wants to be a
policeman," Sizemore said,
"especially for food and
drink."

Got a news tip?
Call Kasey, 622-1872.

Reach Havanna at
havanna hagans " rku.edu

$1 OFF ANY ATTRACTION

Hook up with us

We're Wired

Limit
One Coupon
Per Attraction

Coupon.
Attraction
Birthday Parties

?68 N K«
Dnv«
Richmond. Kentucky 40475

Sp*Ctal Events

P*-ona (85a 6?5 -i96

free wireless use

$1 OFF ANY ATTRACTION

Listen to the all new
IfiSa

Hits of the
80 's, 90's &

$2 Off
Haircut

IIIIIII

K«-|>j|

J-t: 859-626-HS;
: Nfi :IHIHI
li..v\ I '-• I>C-IINO

Shepherd $SUZUKl&

NAPA Service Center
OPEN: MON-FRI
7:30 AM-5:30 PM
SAT 8:00 AM-1:00 PM
•TIKIS

• MUFFLERS
• OIL CHANGES
• MECHANICAL
REPAIRS
• AFR CONDITIONER
•TRANSMISSIONS

• BRAKES
• ALIGNMENTS
• COMPUTER BALANCING
•ALL PARTS & LABOR
ARE WARRENTED
6 MONTHS/6.CKK) Mil I S

859-624-5500
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS AND STAFF
OF EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
290 EKU Bypass - Richmond. KY 4( 1475

$2 Off
Haircut

623-0020

rry Bowllil
ii

447 Big Hill Ave
Richmond, KY 40475

IOS.1

Hometown Knclio

Go
Colonels!

Big Hill Barber Shop

$2 Off
Haircut

Take bypass to O'Charley's, then
take left onto Boggs Lane.
Go to the end of the street.
Shop is across from Bank One
Nil rot 100%

■rf%

II learn

EKM

EKU PHONATHOh 1

Bring in coupon

$2 Off
Haircut

Many thanks to the
following sponsors
for their generosity
and support this
semester:

Appiebee's
Banana's Bar & Grill
EKU Bookstore
Giovanni's Pizza

Papa John's Pizza
Papa Leno's
Personal Touch Cleaners
Pizza Hut

Live Wire
Madison Garden
Ocean Front Tan-In

Waffle House
Wal-mart
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Thefacebook
Rock
helps locate
long-lost friends

Paper

Scissors

BY MEGAN JONES

Assistant news editor

BY BRITTNEY HAYNES

The Studio editor

The Internet has recently
connected Eastern students to
one another and thousands of
other students across the country through www.thefacebook.
com.
Thefacebook is an online
directory that connects people
through social networks at colleges and universities, according to its Web site.
Eastern was added to the
network in early April, just over
a year after thefacebook was
created in February 2004.
According to www.thefacebook.COm, students and schools
are not required to register
their school to be added to the
network, but they can submit
a request online to speed the
process along.
Adam Curry, a senior
computer electronic networking major, chose to fill out a
request.
The submission request
requires each department,
major and residence hall on
campus be listed.
"I thought it would be cool to
bring (thefacebook) to Eastern."
liirry said. "It is a great tool to
meet people on campus."
Curry said he heard other
people had sent e-mails to thefacebook requesting Kastern be
added.
"I think it was more of a collaborative effort." Curry said.
Curry said he enjoys finding friends who attend other
schools.
"It's fun to reminisce with
people." Curry said.
Jackie lazaro. a freshman
pre-medicine major, said she
also feels thefacebook is a good
way to reconnect with people.
Lazaro said she enjoys finding friends from high school in
the network and seeing what
they have been doing.
Ben Jager. a sophomore
occupational therapy major,
said he thinks thefacebook is
pointless.

"I tend to have a fundamental dislike for things that are
really, really popular." Jager
said.
Jager said he does not
understand why people want
to participate in thefacebook.
"It boggles me." Jager.said.
He said he wants to figure it
out by joining the network.
"It almost hurts to do that."
Jager said. "I'm still on the
fence about it."
lazaro said she did not want
to join thefacebook at first, but
a friend convinced her to join.
On thefacebook. students
are able to request other students be added to their friends'
list.
"It seems like people just
throw out requests to be
friends." Jager said. He added
that people might not even
know some of the students on
their list.
Students are also able to
join different groups based
on similar interests, organizations. Greek life and sports on
thefacebook.
While some may feel thefacebook is pointless, others
feel it is addictive.
lazaro said she checks her
facebook account whenever
she checks her Eastern e-mail
account, which could be up to
four times a day.
"It can definitely be timeconsuming because it can get
addictive." Lazaro said.
lazaro said one addicting
aspect of the thefacebook is
seeing who has requested to
be added to her friends list.
"I think (thefacebook) is
fun. I don't think it is something that is too serious."
lazaro said.
"(Thefacebook) is a pretty
clever way to meet people
without having the awkwardness of meeting face-to-face."
Jager said. "While I don't like
it. it is pretty clever. I must
admit."
Reach Brittney at
brittney_haynesl@eku.edu

Katrina Farmer, a sopho
more chemistry major from
Webster County, could have
won $5,000 last Saturday bj
playing several games of rock,
paper, scissors with 90 competitors from around the country
in sunny South Reach. Ma.
The HI'S competition area
was set up in a lavish garden
area beside the pool at the
Shelborne Resort. Farmer said.
A big boxing ring was set up for
those competitors who would
make it to the final round.
"We thought it was kind
of funny at first." she said. "I
wasn't really nervous about
(the competition) until we registered."
Competitors were split up
into four groups. A through
I), and eliminated in a roundrobin style of play. Farmer said.
She made, it to the tiebreaker
in group A. which means she
was one of the top 20 competi
tors, she said. Sixteen individuals were left after the qualifying
round.
"There were a lot of serious competitors." Farmer said.
"But we were all on the same
level and were there to have
fun. Everyone was so nice."
The contest in Miami was
open to anyone in the United

Photo submitted
Katnna Farmer, left, participates in the national rock, paper, scissor
competition in South Beach. Fla. last weekend

Slates, said Becky Coyle,
University Book and Supply

manager.
"Whoever won the national
RI'S competition would go to
Canada for the world championship," she said.
University Book and Supply
is part of a chain of college
bookstores under the Nebraska
Book Company, and a- a part
of corporate promotions for
Nebraska. UBS invited siudents to enter a trip to Miami
for the national RI'S competition al its store.
Coyle said UBS tries to put
out the contest information

everywhere so students will
know about it and know that
"someone's going to win (the
contest)."
"We're excited lor her," she
said. "1 would feel nervous and
excited (about the competi
tion). I guess I would take it
pretty seriously."
Farmer and a friend --tumbled upon the contest while
going to sell their books back
to IBS She didn't notice the
trip would be to compete in a
national RI'S contest at first.
"We just weren't that
observant.'" she said. "I didn't
remember il it said thai, but il

BY ROGER LEE OSBQHNE

Start writer

Former U.S. Representative
Ken Lucas will be visiting
campus to participate in

Eastern's Center for Kentucky
History and Politics lecture
series.
The center was created
in 199!) and was designed
to enhance Eastern's academic programs and expand
the level of service to the
Commonwealth. The center
also holds forums and discussion groups that serve
to engage Eastern faculty
and students in topics about
Kentucky history and politics.

"This is a chance for students to get to hear firsthand
from someone who came
from the Commonwealth
and went to DC. to try
and change things," Joe
Gershtenson, director of the
center, said.
Lucas joins the series
with a presentation titled.
"My ICxperiences as a
Congressman," The presentation is described as a "firsthand observation of politics
in the nation's capital."
Serving for six years as
U.S. Representative for the
fourth congressional district.

Lucas served on the Florence
City Council before becoming

a U.S. Representative in 1999.
In a statement issued by
Lucas in 2002, he addressed
rumors about his consideration to switch to tinRepublican 1'arty by saying.
"I will spend the coining days
visiting with my friends, family and fourth district voters
in order to make an informed
decision about my future."
A CNN online news article
described Lucas, "as conservative a Democrat as can be
found. He is pro-life ... and
opposes gun control."
"We often have a negative
conception about politicians."
Gershtenson said. "I hope
people come away with a bel-

BENEFITS
• Small classes
• Personal Attention
• Progress in your chosen degree program

Returning
to northern
Kentucky ?

Take
summer
classes
at NKU!

(859) 572-5220
1-800-637-9948

www.nku.edu

Don't delay!

NORTHERN
KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY

QUALITYMADE,
COMMUNITY-DRIVEN

warn

Reach Rogi > I.< • at
roger osbonn 2" tku. edu

Best of luck, you wi be rrwssed,
Your Sisters
OBtC

i
NKU also offers a variety of five- to
eight-week sessions. To see session
dates, please visit:
https://expres8.nku.8du

ter appreciation ol how hard
these people work."
Some ol the Center's past
lecture series have eiicom
passed perspectives from
Kentucky television and radio
reporters, educators and government officials.
The presentation will-be
at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday in
the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building.
For more information about the (.'enter lor
Kentucky History and Politics
lecture series visit wWW.StUdykentucky.eku.edu.

Alpha DeKa Pi Sorority wants to say thanks and congratulations
to their seniors for ai their dedication and hard work!

at Northern Kentucky Universi

Full Session: May 9 - August 6
lntersession: May 9 - May 28

Reach Megan (it
megan jours 123 <■ i ku • du

Former congressman discusses experiences

Summers
Courses available in 10
sessions of summer school:

could have very will been on
I hen "
Farmer found out sinwon the trip to Miami around
March 21. about three weeks
before she would be taking the
trip UBS had sent the Rl'Scontest and irip information to the
wrong address. The) contacted
Farmer by phone to see il sin
got the information package tor
the trip
"I guess ihey couldn't read
my handwriting," she.said
For winning the contest.
Farmer could take one guest
or 'trainer' along tot tin- trip.
Airfare, room and transportation costs lor both individuals
were paid lor by Nebraska, and
Farmer got $300, a ("-shirt and
rule book when she arrived
in South Beach. Fla last
rhursday.
Despite not winning the
$5,000, Farmer fell the trip was
more than she deserved.
"I didn't have much ol a
Spring Break, I just sat al
home." she said "For me, this
was like a late Spring Break. I.
wasvery pleased."
Farmer said "the experience
was unlike ain experience
I had ever dealt with before."
and it would be "something I'll
tell my grandkids."

«0"~"

4*»

»

ADULT DVD'S $4.99
Interstate News & Tobacco
161 N. Keeneland
859.624.1122
Large selection of classic movies
Tobacco products
Rentals & Adult Magazines

• Viewing Booths
•
• Big Screen Room •
OPEN 24 HOURS t
•

•••••••••

NOW HIRING
Community Alternatives Kentucky, Inc.
625 Tech Drive, Winchester, KY 40391
859-737-5220 FAX 859-737-5221
A leading provider of supports for persons with mental retardation and developmental
disabilities is now hiring for part and lull time direct support staff. You will be
supporting individuals with disabilities in the residential setting assisting with cooking,
cleaning, personal hygiene, and following approved individual support plans. Training in
all areas of responsibilities will be provided with forty hours of in program site training
with qualified staff. FLEXIBLE HOURS with weekend and evening shilLs available. II
you are interested in working in the Winchester or Ml Sterling area and arc looking for an
immediate opportunity to earn S 7(K) an hour with a $ 1 (X) increase alter one month, and
satisfactory review, this could be your opportunity. We are offering a $250 hiring
incentive after * month* of continuous service. Must be at least IS years old. have a
high school diploma/GED (if over 21. do not need diploma or GED but must have one
year experience as a direct contact staff serving person with MR/DD). valid drivers
license and auto insurance. We are looking for employees who are dependable and have
reliable transportation. We will begin training soon - hurry in! Applications may be
picked up and submitted to the CAKY office in Winchester. Please refer phone calls to
Teresa Reynosa.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V
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Silencing dissent
S

"You agree that you will not do
or say anything that a
reasonable person would expect
to diminish or constrain the
good will and good reputation
of EKl', its employees, officers,
board members, agents,
operations or services."

[►News Quiz
OK. boys and girls. It's time
to test your knowledge of
what's going on at Eastern.
If you don't know the answers,
don't worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and
you can cheat.

^Katrina Farmer par■
ticipated in what
m
competition?
^^
a) Rock, paper,
scissors contest
bl Thumb-wrestling contest
c) Arm-wrestling contest

^.
Who was the historian
m
laureate that spoke at
W
Eastern on Monday?
^^ a) Thomas Clark
b) Alexander Hamilton
c) Linda Sizemore

^ What former
^k
congressman will
m
speak on campus?
^^
a) Ben Chandler
b) George W. Bush
c) Ken Lucas
Photo illustration by Megan Hansen/Brooke Rasor

University should not operate in secret
The severance offer made to John Jewell, former director of
campus recreation/intramural programs, raises an important question when it comes to the practices of this university: What docs
Kastern have to hide?
In Jewell's cast', it seems to be the administration's desire to
have a viewing balcony in a center designed for student recreation,
among other things.
I lis position at the university was eliminated shordy after Jewell.
who had served in the position for eight years, began raising concerns about the balcony and other campus recreation endeavors.
He was offered a severance contract, which included an incentive ol almost $4,000, requesting he not speak about knowledge he
had gained in his position. If he signed it, he would not have been
allowed to even acknowledge the contract's existence.
Why would the university not want Jewell to talk about the offer?
Where was the money going to come from to pay Jewell off?
An even more alarming question is: Have there been others like
Jewell?.
Since (ilasser came to Kastern there have been several administrative shake-ups leading to numerous new campus leaders.
Four provosts have served under (ilasser in her three years
at the university. leadership changes have also caused James
Conneely, vice president of student affairs, to become the senior
vice president after serving about two years at Eastern.
The recent replacements have been presidential appointments
where, in most cases, candidates were not brought to the university for campus-wide forums.

With changes like these, it's hard to believe Jewell's story is a
one of a kind at Kastern.
Does the university make it a standard practice to offer hush
money or other incentives to employees who may hold information
that could harm Eastern's reputation?
For instance, why was former provost Lyle Cook allowed a sabbatical after only serving one year at Eastern? Why was he given
an exception to the eligibility guidelines requiring employees to
have worked for the university at least 12 semesters before they
can apply?
The sabbatical guidelines allow Eastern to make this sort of
exception, if it is deemed in the university's best interest, but why
would it be in Eastern's best interest to give Cook a sabbatical if it
was his choice to move into teaching?
Allowing Cook to "retool" for his new position doesn't seem to
be a sufficient reason.
We'll never know if there are others who have received offers
like Jewell's because no one is going to come forward and talk
about it openly. No one who is still at Eastern wants to risk his job
because he questioned the administration.
And if someone did accept a severance contract like the one
Jewell was offered, he would be legally bound not to talk about it.
Jewell's situation is one this university should not ignore.
With the cloud of secrecy and intimidation that has shrouded
Eastern in recent years, maybe the university should start protecting its reputation by initiating more openness with the Eastern
community rather than trying to cover up the truth.

Brooke Rasor/Progress

What is this?
A painting from
* the Undergraduate
Presentation Showcase
b) Graffiti on Alumni Coliseum
c) Artwork in the Giles Gallery

► Campus Comments
A student competed in the rock, paper, scissors contests. The Studio editor Brittney Haynes asked students what competition they would compete in.
SHAMEIKA
TOWNSEND

KATIE
NHDEFMAN

Hometown:
Cincinnati
Major
Journalism
Year: Junior

Painthall because
it is competitive
and it is a whole lot
of fun to actually
shoot people
without killing
them.

Thumb wars
because you have
to see whose
thumb is the
strongest.

Dizzy Lizzie
because it is funny
to see people fall.

Beattyvtte
Major
Anthropology
■•an Sophomore

Hometown:
Harrodsburg
Major Social
Year Sophomore

► How to reach us
To report a story or idea

To place an ad

My turn & letters policy

News
Kasey Doyle, 622-1872

Display
Adam Baker, 622-1881

The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on
campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000
words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office
at 117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication. Usually the author's photograph is included with the
column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at progress@eku.edu or faxed to the office at
(859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit columns and letters for length.

Around&About
Carrie Harris, 622-1882
Who's That?
Kelly McKinney, 622-1872
Sports
Todd Purvis, 622-1872
The Studio
Brittney Haynes, 622-1572

Classified/Subscriptions
Gina Portwood, 622-1881

To suggest a photo or
order a reprint
Marcie McDowell, 622-1578
To subscribe
Subscriptions are available
by mail at a cost of $1 per
issue; $20 per semester;
or $38 per year payable in
advance.
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Year Senior
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Four square
because it used to
be intense on the
playground back in
the day.
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Student editors also decide the news and informational content.
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Student disgruntled over campus issues
Afv Turn

Chad
I lllll-Ill-Mill

rhey say this column is a
place when- a person can write
about liis nun opinions. A place
in gei ihr (houKhls oul of your
head and calm your heart
Some people write stuff that
is funny; others are serious. Well
It's my turn and I'm seriously
aggravated.
Let's start from the lop <il my
crap list.
Police cadets thai think they
are above the law lure on campus.
Sun- I understand they have
been sent to Richmond to make
them better at the jobs they do
in their hometowns or places
of employment, but when, they
drive their police cruisers to go
eat at I'owell and park in places
that diin't even have parking lines
on the pavement, ii really invokes
the raw inside ol me.
What makes you think you
have the right lo park some-

where 1 would never lx- allowed
lo? What gives you the nerve?
If you are not going to pay
Slit) to the school for your illegal
parking, you can sun give it to
me because I have a lew tickets
I could pay.
The next time a ticket lor
parking needs to be handed oul
by someone, thai someone needs
to check directly behind Todd
Hall, where there aren't even
parking spaces, but cruisers are
slill parked there.
Stuck-up Greeks makes the
blood boil in my veins. We go to
Eastern Kentucky 1 'niwrsity. not
Harvard or Yale. You sure aren't
Iwttcr than me because you're a
Greek at Eastern; you wouldn't
in even it you did go to a more
prestigious school.
I know a lot of cool Greeks,
but for those of you that think
you are better because you wear
letters on your chest, gel a clue.
You are not in high school anymore, those Idlers don't make
you better than anyone else.
I remember a few years
back when a picture was taken
ol ;i sorority member going all
Monica Lewinsky on a guy. The
girl had the nerve to say the
picture was going to make her
sorority look bad.
No. her doing the deed was

what would make the sorority
look bad She still walks with her
nose in the air like she is better than everybody else. Si until
God on high sends me a personal
letter saying Greeks are better

than me, I am telling those ol you
that are stuck up to stick it.
Open-house policies are the
dumbest things here on campus.
The policy seems lo pander to
the gay community.
I have no problem with people
from the brighter side ol the rainbow. I do have a problem with
a rule that makes my girlfriend
leave my dorm, but if 1 had a
boyfriend, he could stay. Hie new
electronic locks that have been
installed on the dorms should be
enough policy.
II you aren't from the building.
maybe, just maybe, you shouldn't
be allowed to slay in the opposite
sex's room. If you live in a hall.
there should be no policy at all
lor residents that live in that hall.
Next, pink shirts on guys. No.
the pink shirts aren't what really
gets on my nerves; it is a pink
polo shirt with the fupped-up collar, You all look like yuppie scum.
Your lathers don't own airliners.
or have millions in the bank, or
any such amount of monetary
value that would include you in
the up|M'r class yuppies. If you

► letters to the editor

Anonymous letter
'heinous/ 'despicable'
Several faculty across campus
received an anonymous article
about a school in New Mexico
and a suggestion we (Eastern
faculty) tell SACS that President
Glasser must go.
First of all. just the way this
nn ssag(• was deli\( n'd is heinous,
its message despicable. Whatever
you think ol the merit of Joanne's
policies .ind leadership, they have
certainly been transparent, well
intended and made with the gixxl
of the institution as her only goal.
t'p to and including today,
I'resident (llassei has Ix'en moving Eastern into the 21*' century,
attempting to position us both
for the short and long term, be

responsive to faculty and students
and maintaining incredibly high
standards of integrity in the face
of ;ui incredibly hard and uncertain environment
In a community of scholars
and supposed "truth tellers."
where there is ample opportunity
to voice concerns and to reach
compromise, this attack is even
more unjustified.
I'lease take a |xisition against
this kind of cowardly and negative campaign iind speak out.
Carole Garrison,
Professor and chair,
Department of criminal justice
and police studies

Article should mention
out-of-state tuition rate
I read the article on the
tuition increase to jump 23 percent. The article focused on the
in stale tuition fee which raised
by §434 per semester. What
about the students who are pay
ing out-of-state'
It looks like nobody was con-

cerned about out-of-state tuition.
It was mentioned only in the cost
calculation. Out-of-state tuition
should also be mentioned in the
article.

Smriti Pande,

did you probably would be at

Harvard or Yale.
I saw one guy wearing two
polo shirts who had both the
collars flipix'd up. It I wen! home
to my dad looking that way he
would either laugh in my face or
wonder ii I was from the brighter
side of the rainbow.
(iirls that act like virgins.
Don't give me the run around
that you don't have sexual feelings or never had sex when just
the night before I saw you down
town in a wet T-shirt contest or
hanging off in different guys'
arms.
Face the music: You are
human: you have sexual feelings. The same girls are usually
the ones that can't tell Donald
Rumsfeld from Donald Trump.
Airheads that think it's cute to
be one. It isn't to me I just think
you're an idiot.
So until God sends me another letter saying that all girls are
angels and they don't have sexual feelings. 1 say go on and lie
to yourselves: you're not hurling
inc. just aggravating me.
In a closing note, if I made you
mad. you probably needed it.
Chad is a junior journalism
major from Hardinsburg. He is a
staff writer for The Progress.

MESSAGE BOARD

Are you addicted to thefacebook? Do
you think it is a good way for students
to interact with peers?
Tell us what you think!
To join the discussion, go to
<www.easternprogress.com>

Interested in writing sports?
Call Tracy
622-1572

1

Tattoos "
by Chris
and
Trevor

140
E.Main St.
625-9394
(across from Suitor's)

$10 OFF
Body
Piercing
by
Brandy

tattoo
or
piercing
with this ad!

'Simply the Best Studio in Town'

THE BOTANY BAY

m

Cool Stuff for Cool People!

50%
OFF

Hours
11-7 Mon-Sal

We have Salvia Divinorum
• Body Jewelry • Incense*
Smoking Accessories
50% off all Body Jewelry
excludes 14k gold

Porter Plaza
Just off 1-75 at Exit S7
Behind Suzuki on the Bypass

859/623-4367

ReGIS SaLONS
The Cut & Color Experts

20% Off Services
Corrections

In the April 14 issue of The Progress, the
title of Chris Bogie was incorrect. Bogie is
the manager of community education and
outreach.
In the April 14 issue of The Progress, the
difference in targeted tuition was incorrect.
The targeted tuition for undergraduates is
$3,706 and $4,001 for graduate students.
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections as needed on the
Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please send it to
the editor by noon Monday before publication on Thursday.

"Walk-ins Welcome"
830 Richmond Mail
Richmond KY, 40475

859-624-0066

_l

Richmond Mini-Storage

Student

Secure-entire facility grated
Unites as low as $35 per month
24 hour access available
Staff living on site

Moving trucks available
Clean, well kept facility
All major credit cards
accepted

Conventional a Climate controller
Units Availaliie
stem By-passk US2? alKrogt

859-623-6524

STRESSED OUT ABOUT HWUSPpp
COME TO THE
SPA DAY STRESS FREE ZONE!!

FREE
MASSAGES

2005 Ford Muitang
and Other Great Vehicles!

$500 cash bonus
All new offer for college and trade school students, recent grads
and graduate students
Play Ford's "define your prize" giveaway!
What would you do with $10,000?
Plut, enter for a chance to win cool prizes instantly!
Visit www.fordcollegehq.com to play.

imcoiN

MERCURY

o5

collegepurchase
student
program

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. A PUKHASt WILL NO! INCREASE YOUR CHANCES Of WINNING. LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE 50 UNITED STATES (D.C.) It YEARS AND OLDER.
VOID IN FLORIDA AND WHERE PROHIBITED. Promotion «nd> 6/30/ffltt. Foe Official ftittt. priit d«tnptk>iH ind odd* ditctotuw, vltH www.fonkotHyriq.com. Sponsor:

■M

FREE FOOD
FREE FUN
APRIL 27th
11am -2pm

FREE MUSIC
FREE YOGA

POWELL LOBBY
SPONSORED BY

II
Student Life, Women's
Studies, Campus
Recreation, University
Housing

For more Info Contact Amanda Woods 622-62221
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ALL GROCERIES

A little Financial Aid from
the family-owned supermarket
you're guaranteed to love.

Every Monday, bring your EKU student or faculty LD. to your
E.W. James & Sons Supermarket and learn why people throughout
the Southeast have enjoyed shopping with us for more than 70 years.
You'll save big and see some familiar faces-including the pharmacist
you already know and trust. So stop by and shop with us every
Monday and find out how nice it is to shop with family.

E.WJAMESOSONS
*

SUPERMARKETS

Now open in this former Winn-Dixie Location:
690 University Shopping Center, Richmond, KY. 40475 Phone: (859) 623-2254
Store Hours: Monday-Sunday 6 AM -12 PM.
Pharmacy Hours: Monday-Friday 9 AM - 9 PM, Saturday 9 AM - 6 PM
Beer and Tobacco are excluded in the 5% off. See store for details.

Accent

The production of the play
"Shivaree" has begun.
Cheek out The Studio for a
cast-member inter view.and
upcoming show times.
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Stephanie Schell, editor

► Sweet "Shivaree"

The Studio / B6

Bypassing

obesity
"°"

Weight-loss method reduces fat;
may increase health risks
BY MEGAN JAWCKE

Staff writer
Obesity is an epidemic in 11»«- United States
People with weight problems may try different,
techniques to lose the weight Some may diet
and exercise, while others rely on supplement pills. When all else fails, some resort
to a more drastic measure— surgery.
Gastric bypass surgery is a procedure in which the stomach is stapled
so that a thumb-sized pouch
is created The rest of lite
Stomach is not removed.
but the small intestine is rearranged in
order to bypass it.
The Web site
lor Tin- Center
for Weight
Loss Surgery
atSaintJoseph
KasI Hospital
in I.ex"fngton
says gastric bypass
surgery is the most frequently performed weigh)
loss procedure in the United
Stall's.
Saint Joseph East Hospiial performs about 4(H) bariatric surgeries a year. Karen Hillenmyer. the
administrative director of bariatric
BUTgery at Saint Joseph, said patients
must weigh UK) pounds more than their
ideal weight or have a body mass index
greater than 40. Exceptions are made, she
said, if a person has diabetes, high blood
pressure or sleep apnea.
After the surgery, food intake and feelings
of hunger are reduced and the result can be an
80 percent loss in excess body weight after one
year.
Dr. Pradeep Bose, the director of Student Health
Services, recognizes many health problems that can
occur as a result of gastric bypass surgery. He cited
many short-term effects such as leaks and deficiencies
in vitamins and nutrients like iron, calcium, magnesium
and HI2.
Hose also noted that bariatric patients can develop
anemia, osteoporosis, gallstones and ulcers. He does not
believe gastric bypass surgery is a good weight loss solution
for everyone.
"Sometimes it doesn't work. Weight loss can occur for only
one year and then patients can get it back," Hose said. "If you
can get the desired weight loss any other way. try (it) first. Hut.
if you have a critical condition, you may be forced into something
drastic and invasive."
Harbie Hums, a 25-year-old medical assisting technology major,
had gastric bypass surgery on Dec. !). 2004. Although site did not
overeat, unbalanced hormones caused her to gain a lot of weight.
Hums suffered many health problems, including the onset of diabetes, as a result.
While preparing for her surgery. Hums was subjected to a pre
Operational physical, a sleep study and psychiatric evaluation She
had to obtain approval from her family doctor as well.
"I started getting really anxious because it look a long time. I
was just ready to have the surgery." Hums said
Although she became very emotional alter the surgery because
of the severe pain, her recovery was quick and uneventful.
Since her surgery. Burns has lost f>7 pounds and is
much healthier.
Burns' emotional reaction to the surgery was mild
compared to another gastric bypass surgery patient.
Gastric bypass surgery, also
known as bariatric surgery, is a
method of weight loss. Its procedure has been updated over the
years.
A small piirtinn of tin patient's
stomach is removed from the rest
of the stomach, rerouted and reattaehed to the small intestine Tki
rest of the stomach is not removt d.
but bypassed by the intestine.
About 10 percent oj bariatrit
surgeries performed at Saint
Joseph East Hospital in Lexington
are done on eollege-agi d adults
A patient must In III" pounds
or more overweight to be eligible
for the surgery. Exceptions ait
made tor patients with high blood
pressure, diabetes or sleep apnea.
About /.) pern nt if bariatric
patients suffer from post-operation
problems.
Photo illustration by Marcie McDowell/Progress

At L'li years old. Rebecca Hurley fell her weight problem was
beyond her control.
Diet and exercise were fruitless and as a last resort on Aug. 5,
2004, she underwent gastric bypass surgery
Following tin- surgery, Hurley faced death. Her lungs collapsed
-four times and sin- remained in ICU lor three months until being
transferred to a medical-surgical unit. She was considered stable
and released from the hospital in November 20<U.
Hillenmyer said college-age patients account for 5 to 10 percent
ol bariatric surgeries done annually at Saint Joseph. When dealing
with this age group the health professionals observe patients to
■-(•( ii they are choosing the surgery because ol its long-term benefits and not for quick weight loss, she said.
"Gastric bypass surgery is an opportunity to change the path
way ol a life." Hillenmeyer said.
PliUenmyer said the college years can open doors for many
social, academic and career opportunities.
"For many obese students, these doors are slammed shut by
prejudiced peers and professors and by their own sell devaluation."
said Hillenmyer.
Dr. Thomas Greenlee, a surgeon who specializes in bariatric
surgery at Saint Joseph, also recognizes the benefits bariatric
surgery may bring for the future of young patients. He said people
who are obese may also be diabetic, infertile and in chronic pain.
"Those who have gastric bypass surgery will no longer have to
be bystanders in life," Greenlee said.
Greenlee recalled a patient who was ecstatic she was able to
ride roller coasters with her kids. Another patient pulled him to a
window overlooking a parking lot when she went for her one-year
check up She pointed out her car. which had a kayak strapped to
the lop. ()ne of her dreams had been fulfilled.
Bariatric surgery oilers many inspirational success stories, but
it is not a quick fix for morbid obesity. Ten to 15 percent of patients,
like Hurley, suffer severe post operational problems, and some
patients die.
The first three to six months can be what Ijllie Harris, a nurse
in the Center for Weight Loss Surgery at Saint Joseph, calls " a
window of misery." Patients have trouble learning new eating
behaviors
"Bating too much or loo fast can put them in the emergency
room with severe nausea." Harris said.
In addition to health problems thai can arise following bariatric
surgery, patients may have difficultly adjusting emotionally and
psychologically. Hillenmeyer said many patients have trouble see
ing themselves as a thin person. For a young woman who was once
obese, having a lot of men suddenly hit on her can be overwhelming, she said.
Burns has experienced a change in the way she is treated by
others since her surgery.
I get really angry, especially at guys. "Burns said.
She also has trouble seeing the thinner person she has become.
"I see myself exactly the same." Burns said. "I can tell in my
clothes, but not when I look in the mirror."
Although Hurley and Burns had vastly different experiences
with gastric bypass surgery, they share similar feelings.
"It's absolutely the best thing I've ever done." said Burns. "I recommend to do il while you're young because you'll bounce back

quicker."
De8pite her long and difficult road to recovery. Hurley remains
adamant that her decision to undergo gastric bypass surgery was a
good choice for her life.
Hurley urges others who are considering weight loss surgery to
"be sure to do research, be prepared mentally and emotionally lor
what they are aboul lo lace, and be prepared for the worst."
Reach Megan at
progressaeku.edu

'Editor's note: Megan is a certified nursing assistant at Saint
Joseph East Hospital on the medical-surgical floor.
Gastric bypass patients are sent to the medical-surgical floor after
surgery Rebecca Hurley was a patient of Megan's in the medicalsurgical unit.
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Ducks Unlimited works to save wetlands
BY CARRIE HARRIS
•
W

"Ui are the future ol evi i \
thing involved with ducks."
-.nil sophomore environmental
science ni.iji>r Ben'Gonzalez "i
I lucks I nlimited
l>l is .in organization
designed to "preserve, conserve and rebuild wetlands."
(ionzales -aid
Bob Frederick. pr«>t<—^.T
■ it biological studies and academic adviser ol I'l . defines
a wetland as *an> land flooded
. pan ui the year for any

amciiml ol linnHe agrees ihe> need.to be
saved.
"Wetlands an- disappi ar
ing rapidly." Frederick said.
"We've losi o\'er hall <■! the
natural wetlands since t h <.•
European settlement, which is
four times the size of tin- state
■ it Kentucky "
This i- ihr lir-i year "t the
I astern chapter "i IH. The
naiiciii.il Id organization was
started b\ a small group in
and (ionzales ha* been a
member lor tin- past li1 years.
Ii was In- idea to bring the
organization to Eastern, and

he has been working hard ever
since to make a difference
from campus,
"It's a good >. ause and an
opportunity to start learning
about what Dl does and what
ii puts back into the environment." tionzales said
And how do wetlands benefit the environment?
Wetlands help to prevent
flooding and "bring diversity
of wildlife and plant species."
Fred« rick said
Recently. Dl held a banquet to raise money tor its
cause I hi- banquet included
dinner, an auction ol various

Dl paraphernalia and a raffle
of products donated by WalMart. Kroger, the Campus
Bookstore and University Book
and Supply.
There were about 50 guests
consisting ol 20 students and
30 adults, Gonzales said.
The banquet raised about
S-JlHHI to give to wetland preservation
It cost- approximately $250
to -,i\. one acre ol wetlands.
So if you do the math, we
saved 16 acres 'it wetlands in
America." Gonzales said.
The money raised at
Eastern is given to the national

chapter and then distributed
among wetlands throughout
the country.
(ionzales believes about 3<Vlo percent of what was made
stayed in Ki .itucky.
"Since most of the money
was raised in the state, most ol
il stayed in the state." he said
Ilie group has an Mil percent efficiency rate, meaning
MI cent- of every dollar went to
the preservation of wetlands.
while the rest was used toward
the cost ol tin- banquet.
I o be able to give this
much of the organization's
profit is "extremely good."

Gonzales said.
DC has no more fund rais
ers planned lor the rest ol the
year, but plans lor the future
are already in full swing
Die main goal lor the group
next year is "to grow a- a com
munity (because) community
growili is the key lo success,
Gonzales said
Dl' always welcomes new
members. To sign up or find
out more about the organiza
tion. e-mail (ionzales at rich
ard gonzales3®eku.edu
Reach ( arrit ill
carrie karris46 3 tku. edu

Platoon encourages Colonel pride
BY CHAD HUTCHISON

Eastern students wouldn't
be buffoons if they had never
heard of the Maroon Platoon.
Last semester a new student
organization was written into
the books under the name of
the I KI Spirit Club. Members
of the club refer to it as the
Maroon Platoon,

The mission statement of
the Platoon consists of three
different parts, according to its
president, Nathan Church:
• To get people involved
with all sports and events.
• To increase school spirit
for all Eastern athletics
• To have fun at all events
Irani- may host or attend.
The Platoon meets every
other Monday at 9 p.m. in the
Dupree Hall recreational room.
There is a membership
price to be part of the organization, but to the members, the
$15 fee isn't too much to pay.

Marcie McDowell Progress

Dodge for a cause
Meranda Cody, a |unior environmental science major from the Chi Omega sorority, gets ready
to launch a ball at the first annual dodgeball tournament on Thursday All proceeds went to
benefit Domestic Violence Awareness All fraternities and sororities were invited.

2005 DODGE RAM 1500

H22

"It is one of the cheap
i-i -indent organization- at
Eastern, and we have so much
fun being part of it." said Brad
Lehman, treasurer of the
Platoon.
ITie Platoon uses the money
for future events
"The money goes to a Tshirt once you pay, plus possible cook-outs that the group
may have or tickets for away
games," Church said.
The group also works with
other campus organizations to
accomplish its spirited goal.
"We work closely with the
athletic department, so we
would like to have all kinds
of stuff to do with (sporting)
events, like paint-your-face
night or dollar-hotdog nights
for members. Stuff like that
gets people involved and
makes it fun to come," Church
said.
The members wish to
increase the size of the club,
which has 25 members, while

at the same time increase the
pride in Eastern sports.
"We want this organization to grow and be here at
Eastern louver." Church said.
"Eastern's football program
used to overfill the stadiums.
We hope to bring back that
pride and bring it to that level
not just for football. We hope
to bring that to all the sports."
"I think it's a cool thing to
show your support (for) the
teams. Not a lot of people seem
to do that." Lehman said.
Ultimately, the group jusi
wants to show its spirit.
"We want to have a good
time plus show the players that
there are fans out then- that
support them," Church said.
The group doesn't have any
meetings scheduled for tinrest of the semester, but to sign
up for next year e-mail Church
at nathan_church^eku.edu.
Reach Chad at
p rogressi'ieku. edu

Just announced
for college grads!

PRICING:
I

LOW

i

FACTORY INVOICE!
■ III!

OR

•

CASH ALLOWANCE
*500 - '4,000 depending on model

PLUS
POWERTRAir
LIMITED
WARRANTY*!

FINANCING*

on select models

WHEN YOU BUY OR LEASE ANY NEW
CHRYSLER, DODGE OR JEER VEHICLE.
FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT:

dc-collegegrad.com
C M I7YS LE R
INSPIRATION COMES STANDARD

D0DGE.COM • 1-800-4AD0DGE

CHRYSLER.COM • 1 -800-CHRYSLER

Jeep
JEEP.COM • 1-800-925-JEEP

[Jeep is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation. 'Preferred Pricing program allows buyer to purchase a '03, '04, '05 vehicle'
at the maximum price of 1 ■ below dealer invoice, plus a s75 administration fee Must be a college senior enrolled in a four year program and
getting your degree within six months. 'Financing for qualified buyers through Chrysler Financial. Must take delivery from dealer stock. "See
your dealer for details and for a copy of this limited warranty. Transferable to second owner with a fee. A deductible applies.

*■
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Student named Employee of the Year
BY KELLY MCKINNLY

ii

Whos' That'' editor

"Any mother would be proud
io have Brian Pears as a sou.
His motive, integrity and work
ethic arc beyond reproach. I
have never had an occasion to
doubl his dependability or his
willingness to go above and
beyond what is asked of him."
This is a sampling of the
praise Teresa Harbett nave
I'ears in her teller nominating
him for the Student Employee
of the Year award at Eastern.
I'cars, a senior occupational
therapy major from Monroe
County, is an office assistant
in First Year 1'rograms. which
helps freshmen and their parents get acclimated to college.
Harbett is the administrative assistant in the office. Her
letter was the second nomination lor Pears.
The first came from Cari
Wallace, associate dean of students. She is Pears' supervisor
as well as his adviser.
Twenty-three of the 1,600
Student employees on campus
were nominated for the award,
and Pears won.
This is the 12th year the
office of student employment
has awarded the Student
Employee ol the Year.
Employers all over campus
are given the opportunity to
nominate their student employees, said Claudia McCorniick.
student financial assistance
coordinator.
The lellers received are
read by a committee made up
of people from many different
areas on campus. Hie commitlee members choose the winner. McCorniick said.
"With 1.15(H) student workers

Just a note

Brian is indispensable in the
daily operations
of (our) office.
I honestly don't
know what we'll
do when he
leaves.

Pears won the Student
Employee of the Year
award for student-employees on campus. The
recipient of the off-campus Student Employee of
the Year award is Lynette
Riley, who works for
Realty World Adams and
Associates.

—Teresa Harbett
Administrative Assistant

»
across campus, if you're selected, it's a big deal." McCorniick
said.
Pears was "really blown
away" when he found out he'd
won, though he already knew
he was nominated. Wallace had
asked him for his resume and
he knew something was going
on, he laid.
He later saw a sign about
the contest on the door to the
office for Students with disabilities and figured that was why
Wallace wanted his resume.
"It was hard to believe." he
said. "Theresa and Cari really wrote some nice things in
their letters — that was just as
rewarding as the award itself."
He feels like he has a big
sister and a second mom. Pears
said of Wallace and Harbelt. He
can talk to them about almost
anything.

program with two internships
during the summer
Harbelt said she's going to
be lost without him.
"I honestly don't know what
Marcie McDowell/Progress
we'll do when he leaves," she
Brian Pears was honored with the Student Employee of the Year award. He's worked in First Year said. "We're trying Io gel him Io
Programs since his first semester at Eastern He received two nominations for the award.
stay on as a graduate assistant."
Pears has thought about
Wallace hired Pears during reports, making phone calls to
Wallace said many students going to graduate school, he
his first semester at Eastern in students and parents, setting and parents made positive com- said. He hasn't decided yet, but
2001. He's worked there ever up databases and other tasks ments about Pears on their ori- he'll probably stay in Richmond
since and knows more aboul that may come along, he said.
entation evaluations
— either going Io graduate
the office than anyone else who
The best thing is the people
He is able Io relate Io differ- school ai Eastern or finding a
works there does, Harbett said.
1 work with." he said. "These ent kinds of students. Wallace job.
"Brian is indispensable in are by far the best people I've said. Pears agrees with this
He hates to be leaving, he
the daily operations of the First ever worked with."
said.
assessment
Year Programs office," she said
Pears has also served as ori"I'm open to new ideas and
"Knowing thai this is the last
in her letter. "He comes into entation leader for three years. I'm a good listener who can time Tin going to be doing this
work and automatically stalls The hiring of orientation lead- usually understand various is really sad." he said.
Maybe he'll decide on graddoing whatever needs to be ers is very selective. Wallace IKiinls ol view, even if I disagree
done without even having to be said in her letter, tirades, expe- with them," he said.
uate school and Harbett will get
asked."
rience and attitude are conThis is Pears' last semester; her wish.
His job duties include mak- sidered. Pears' being chosen he'll be walking in graduation in
ing copies, running errands, three times shows his excellent May and receiving his degree
Reach Kelly at
preparing mailings, running record in these areas, she said.
in December after finishing his
kelly mckinneyliMieku.edu
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At first glance, it looks like everybody drinks.

In reality
77%
of students at EKU drink
Qtoi
drinks per week.
It's time to see things the way they really are.
•aMd x turvey Mi (MM-WHI iron 'W BvU Wutatna la tlnWM ringoairy laWrHI Iroai aacn acaOtaac caaafa

Spon<^ty<l*lKUM*rtmMnmmi9*Bai$i***c»ltmtCommmt

EKU

1 DRINK EQUALS: 12 01. BEER- 4 01. WINE- 1 0Z. LIQUOR.
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Todd Purvis, editor

Women's golf
FA MILY F E U D leads OVC play
KLEIN PACES
COLONELS
IN FIRST TWO
ROUNDS
BY COURTNEY DANIEL

Sports writer

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Running back Adam Patrick stiff-arms linebacker Cody Hamlin
m Saturday's Maroon'White scrimmage. The Maroon squad

rallied from behind and edged by the White team 26-23 in overtime in front of 2.650 fans at Roy Kidd Stadium.

Spring game ends
in overtime thriller
BY CASEY CASTLE

Mir spring football Maroon
vs. White game needed an
extra period to decide who
would have bragging rights
over tlic summer. With the
help of solid defense late in
tin- game, tin- Maroon squad
managed a 26-23 overtime
win Saturday.
The annual spring game
was .i showcase tor defensive
skills marked by an exchange
oi early interceptions and a
scoreless fourth Quarter,
Head Coach Danny Hope
aligned the inter-squad game
so his first-team defense
i,iced his first-team offense
while his second teams did
the same.
C (i.all Hope

also allowed

his defense lo "go live" on his
quarterbacks, which helped
both defenses. Early on. the
quarterbacks looked rushed.
The White team struggled to
move the hall with any consistency against the Maroon
defense.
1 he White team carried a
13-10 lead into the halt, and
the learns seemed content to
trade touchdowns and field
goals After lour back and
forth quarters in from of a
crowd of L'.ii'iii at Roy Kidd
Stadium, the Maroon White
gaftn »II- locked in a 20 20
tii- at the end ol regulation.
Hope deeided to send the

The Lady Colonels golf
team ended its first day of the
Ohio Valley Conference tournament tied for first place
with Jacksonville State at 321
strokes. Kastern Illinois followed at their heels in third
place only seven strokes
behind.
Brittainy Klein finished
in second place at the end of
the first day with 74 strokes,
only two strokes behind the
first place position filled by
Jacksonville State's Shanelle
Howell.
Eastern's Leah I.arkin and
Kelli Warner wrapped up the
first day of play in 10th place
with 82 strokes. Ix'slie Booth
followed in 12th place with 83
strokes and Melissa Koseniec
followed with 88 strokes in

25th place.
As play ended on the second
day. Eastern stood alone in first
place with 637 strokes, three
stokes ahead of Tennessee
lech. Jacksonville State fell to
third place with ti-tl strokes.
Klein remained steady in
first place with 150 strokes.
Murray Stale University's
Nikki Orizine followed in second place with a first round
score of 76 and a second round
of 80, for a score of 156. six
strokes behind Klein.
Warner rose to third place
to create a three-way tie
with Tennessee Tech's Beth
Underhill and Eastern Illinois'
Dale Morris with 157 stokes in
common.
Booth remained in 12th
place while I.arkin dropped
two spots to share 12th place
in a another three-way tie as
Eastern Illinois Amy Simmons
also scored a 165.
Melissa Rosloniec shot an
88 in the first round of the tournament, but was disqualified in
the second round. Her score
did not count towards the
team's total.
Reach Courtney at
Courtney _daniell liieku.edu

Men's golf fourth
after two rounds
BY_TQDD PURVIS

«

Sports editor

game into overtime.

The White team started
the extra period with strong
momentum, driving down to
the 14-yard line with a fresh
set of downs. But the Maroon
defense stepped up and forced
tin- White team to settle for
a 411-yard field goal by Zach
Werlz. who carried the kicking duties for both squads.
Then the Maroon team
took over and quarterback
Steven Sizemore looked to
end it quickly. His first pass
was dropped in the end zone
but his second attempt was
complete to Matt Schoborg
for a 24 yard strike. The
Maroon team had a first and
goal at the 1-yard line. The
very next play. Sizemore took
care of things himself, plunging over the line and into
the end zone for the winning
Marcie McDowell/Progress
touchdown.
Sophomores Mark Dunn Freshman defensive back Kody Tuupo picks off Steven Sizemore's
and Quinton Williams each pass, before taking it 90 yards for the first touchdown of the contest
scored a pair of touchdowns.
"We have very little drop "I was very pleased with the
Dunn rushing and Williams off at each position." Hope crowd tonight." Hope said.
receiving. Wertz managed said "Even going to a third "We appreciate all our fans for
three field goals while kick- guy. we don't see a large their support."
ing lor both sides.
drop."
The Colonels honored
The Colonels' defense
The spring game marks former coach Jim Tanara
didn't look slow with the the end of the spring practice at a half-time ceremony.
ioss oi OVC Player of the session. "We're very pleased Tanara coached lor 26 years
Year Justen Rivers. Jerome with the development and at Eastern and served under
Jones and Kody Tuupo both we're getting better each Hall of Famers Paul "Bear"
pulled down interceptions in day." Hope said.
Bryant at Alabama and Roy
the game. At times the lineHope had expected the Kidd ai Eastern.
backer crews for both squads crowd for the spring game to
seemed to swarni the oppos- reach 2.000 and the fans manReach Casey tit
ing offense.
aged to surpass that mark.
casey castle 7<i eku.edu

Kastern's men's golf team
fired a second round score of
300 in Tuesday's O'Reilly OVC
Golf Championships, leaving the team in fourth place
through the first two rounds.
The Colonels continued play
on Wednesday, but as of press
time the results were not in.
Despite opening the second round in third place, the
Colonels fell one spot and
trailed Austin Peay by 10
strokes.
Sophomore golfer Clay
Ballard led Eastern with a
score of 145 in the first two
rounds of action. Ballard trailed
Murray State's Jamie Frazier
by five strokes and was in fifth
place.
"We had a good score from
Clay and Josh yesterday,"
Stephens said. "We're in striking range, but we're going to
have to play really well in the
final round."
Josh McCracken is tied for
16th place, with a two-round
score of 147. McCracken shot
a 4-over-par 76 on Tuesday.
F^astern's Justin Moore finished the second round tied for
24th place with a score of 149.
Nick McDaniel turned in a
two-round score of 150, leaving
him in a 28th place tie Tuesday
afternoon.
Tyler Cain rounded out the
scorers for the Colonels with a
154, leaving him in 44ln place
lie.
"Nick and Justin are playing
fairly well," Stephens said.
After the first round of the

__

If we shoot
between 284 and
288, we might
have a chance.
I think its very
achievable...
—Pat Stephens
Men's Golf Coach

»
tournament, fc^astern was tied
for third, with a score of 291.
Ballard led the Colonels
with a 3-under-par 69. by firing
a 4-under-par on the back nine
of the 18 holes.
Stephens was optimistic
about his team's chances in the
final round.
"If we shoot between 284 to
288. we might have a chance,"
Stephens said. "I think it's very
achievable. Our guys are getting more familiar with the
course each day."
Cain was the first Colonel
on the greens vesterday. as he
teed off at 9:20 a.m.
"Our guys need to finish a
little bit better." Stephens said.
"If we can post a solid score
before the leaders get in, and
make some noise, it will be
more difficult for them to finish." Stephens.
Reach Todd at
todd_purvisI@eku.edu

Colonels split pair with Hilltoppers
BY BOB FLYNN

News writer

Bob Flynn/Progress
Catcher Suzie Schaefer throws a runner out at first in Saturday's win
over UT Martin The Colonels play host to Louisville today at 3 p.m.

The Colonel Softball team
won three out of five games at
home this week.
After taking two of three
games from Ohio Valley
Conference leader UT- Martin
over the weekend, the Colonels
split a double header with
Western Kentucky University
on Tuesday.
The Hilltoppers look the first
game 111 before the Colonels
came back to take the second
game by a 2-0 score.
Coach Jane Worthington
said her team's play against
IT-Martin showed that it could
compete with anyone
"If we conn- to play, we can
play with the best, and if we
don't, we can lose to the worst,"
Worthington said. "Bottom line
is. it's how they come out to
play."
I he team that showed up
for game one against Western
did not look like the team that

«

If we come to play, we can play
with the best, and if we don't, we
can lose to the worst.
—Jane Worthington
Softball Coach

»
played UT-Martin on Saturday.
Western took advantage of
a walk and a Colonel error in
the first inning to grab a quick
1-0 lead.
During the third inning,
another walk and error proved
post!) when Adrienne I^throp
blasted a long home run to
make the score 4-0.
Hie Colonel offense, on the
other hand, never managed to
get a runner past second base.
Colonel starter Shelby
ITiompson took the loss and is
now 5-12 on the season.

Game 2
After getting only two hits
in the first contest. Eastern
collected three hits in the first
inning of game two.
Alysha Jones and Chanze
Patterson opened the inning
with singles but Jones was
thrown out trying to advance
to third on a bunt-single by
Patterson.
Amy Mayrhofer added a hit
in the inning but the Colonels
was unable to score.
The Colonel offense got it's
first run of the day in the third

when Adriel Foxley hit her
ninth homer of the year over
the left field wall.
The Colonels added another
run in the bottom of the fourth
inning to make the final score
2-0.
Flastern got another strong
pitching performance from
Kelsey Anderson, who tossed
the complete game shutout, her
second in her last three starts.
Anderson's record^mproved
to 9-8 with the win.
The Colonels play the
University of LoujSViDe at home
today before getting back into
OVC action on Saturday at
Tennessee State.
Worthington said the
Colonels have played well
against good teams but not as
well against some of the weaker competition.
"That trend cannot continue
if the Colonels have any hope of
getting back in the OVC race,"
Worthing said.
Reach Bob at
bobbyJ\ynn2tS>eku. edu
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Xavier tops Eastern in 11th Track teams set
for home meet

BY CASEY CASTLE

Football may be a game ol
inches but Tut-sdaj me Eastern
baseball team lost by a foot. The
Colonels (10-20) had staged
two comeback rallies in their
5-4 loss to the visiting Xavier
Musketeers (14-24) Tuesday
afternoon bul the second came
up shorL A loo! short, actually.
With two outs and ilu- bases
loaded, pinch hitter Bretl
Bolger got a pine of strike
three. 'Hie ball seemingly
fouled oil his tool and rolled
into lair play where Xavier
pitcher Sieve Sakosiis scooped
il up and threw lo firsl lor the
easy putout.
Bolger hopped on one fool
lor a moment and circled back
lo the batter's box, seemingly unaware ol the play. While
Xavier players and coaches
celebrated their victory, the
umpiring crew met in from of
the pitcher's mound hui neither
ump would call the ball foul
despite the Colonel coaching
staffs protests.
Eastern wen' hard-luck losers after putting together two
conic froni-bchind rallies late
in the game. The Colonels kepi
the game close behind a solid
outing by Eric Anthrop, who
weni i; l/:i innings and gave
up Iwo runs, one of which was
earned.
Eastern's bullpen kepi ii
close, Greg Harper ihrew 2
2/'.\ innings, giving up a hit and
striking out two. Eventually the
Colonel bats came alive in the
8th. With a timely two-out hit.

KORIR LEADS
EASTERN
WITH WIN IN

5,000-METER
BY BRANDON ROBERTS

Assistant sports eaitc

Eastern's track and field
team grabbed five lop 10 finishes ai Tennessee's Sea Kay
Relays, highlighted by Jacob
Korir's victory iii the 5.000meter run last weekend.
The Colonels will stay in
Richmond this weekend to host
Brooke Rasor/Progress the EKU Invitational.
Senior outfielder Derrick Bussell slides back into first after a Jacksonville State pick off attempt in Sunday's
The EKU Invitational is an
o|ien meet. Small colleges, big
1 -6 loss. Eastern returns to conference play at 1 p.m. this Saturday on the road against Samford.
ger schools like Marshall and
the Colonels tied the name al 2.
Sakosits pitched the final but dropped the second 11-1(1 unattached competitors with no
school affiliation can also parwhere it stayed until the lop of three innings to earn the victo- (in eight innings).
the l lth when the Musketeers ry while Mckenzie VV'illoughby
Eastern dropped the rubber ticipate. The meet is not scored.
The teams competing have
knocked in three runs on the got nabbed for the loss.
match of the Jacksonville series
support of back-to-back douSecond basemen Tony Wells on Sunday (i-1. The Colonels the option of bringing any number of athletes to the meet.
bles, a pair of walks and a Bui- reached base three times, and closed the home stand at 1-3.
"Some will bring 20, some
ride squeeze.
Shawn Flora had two hits in
According to the year's first
In the bottom of the 11th. five al-bats with one run scored. NCAA statistics reixiri released will bring 30," Coach Rick
the Colonels seemed ready The Colonels committed only on April 1(1, Kastern had the Krdmann said. "Il is pretty
to no down meekly with two one miscue and turned two nation's top hitter in Bolger much a conglomeration of
events."
quick outs, bul Lucas Waters double plays.
(.476).
All evenls except for the
kept Eastern alive, stroking
Over the weekend, the
Teammate Derrick Bussell
a 1-2 pitch into center for a Colonels had snapped a seven- was 38th in triples and 46th in 10,000-meter run will be rcprehit. Then the Xavier defense game losing slreak against runs scored. Bussell leads the sented al the meet.
"We turn the lights on and
broke down, flawless through Jacksonville Slate. Kastern team in stolen bases (l(i) while
10, the Musketeers commit- beat the Gamecocks 5-1 in the Kastern is ranked 20th nation- a lot ol kids come out just to
see why the lights are on."
ted two errors on consecutive first game of a double-header ally in thefts.
Krdmann said. "That is funny.
plays allowing the Colonels to Saturday behind the strong
We lend to do very well in our
plate two and load the bases for effort of Willoughby's sevenReach Casey at
own event, but like any othei
Bolger.
inning, one-run performance
casey_castle 7@eku. edu
event, it depends on a lot of

things."
At the Sea Ray Relays la-i
weekend. Kastern had a very
positive showing
"I am very satisfied with the
results." Ii'dmaiiii said "Jacob,
Sieve. Dallas. Nichok—they all
did a really good job for us."
' Along with Korir's win in the
5,000-meter run. seven other
Colonels had lopio finishes.
Nichole Gibson's time of
' i:i.7K in the 100-nielrr hurdles
landed her in eighth place 11
wa-. the highest placing for the
women on the firsl day ol the
meet
Cornelius Kipkurui finished
fifth in the 500-metersand Steve
Maina 10th. Dallas Robinson
also got sixth in the 100-meters,
and the men's IxL'lHl relay learn
grabbed the sixth spot in rela>
action.
Former Colonel runner and
Assistant Coach James Muluse
had the lone firsl place finish
lor the Colonels on the opening
dav oi the meet, winning the
10.000 meters,
Robinson earned another
sixth place finish on the second
day. this time in the 200-meter
dash.
Wendee Embry had the
highest finish for the women
with a seventh place finish in
the 3,rj00-meter steeplechase
Maina and Gibson qualified lor the NCAA Regionals
wiih their performances at the
relays.
Reach Brandon at
brandim robcrts " eku.edu

Lady Colonels tennis team Men's tennis blanks Gov's 4-0
places fifth in OVC tourney for fifth place finish in OVC
BY BRANDON ROBERTS

Assistant sports editor

Eastern's women's tennis
team wrapped up its spring
season with a fifth place finish in the O'Reilly Ohio Valley
Conference Championship.
Two Colonels, Lindsey
Herrera and Meredith Giles,
earned AIM JVC honors for their
performances.
"It's a big honor for them,"
Coach Rob Oertel said. "This
is the firsl time in decades that
Eastern's women's tennis program has had more than one
AIM JVC player."
Il marks the second time
Herrera has received this award
in her four years as a Colonel.
After beginning the tournament with a 4-3 loss to Samford,
which Kastern beat by the same
score just a week earlier, the
Colonels went on to win their
next two matches.
"The two wins and even
the close loss to a tough op|xinenl is just another sign of the
progress this team is making."

Oertel said.
After sweeping Eastern
Illinois 4-0. Kastern played
Jacksonville State for fifth place.
Jacksonville State was the last
team io dcleat Eastern in the
regular season.
Herrera. battling injury, won
her final match as a Colonel.
The win also gave Kastern the
4-3 win.
Doubles play has been
improving over the last few
contests, but JSU took two of
the three matches from the
Colonels and earned the doubles point and a 1-0 advantage.
(iiles would not be denied
at No, 1. She swept Zeynep
Gurkaynak 60, 60 and tied the
match ai l-l.
Lucia Vojtkova lost at No. 2
and the Gamecocks took the
advantage again, but Hannah
Bartsch won at No. 3 to tie the
match once again.
Eastern and JSU were tied
when Herrera and Erin Iliggs
went into their final set. Herrera
pounced on Higgs (Ml. giving
Eastern the match and fifth

place in the tournament.
In its 4-0 sweep of Kastern
Illinois. Kastern lost just one
doubles match and one singles
match.
In its first match of the
tournament against Samford.
Eastern dropped a very close
match to a team it had defeated
the last time it took the court.
"We are really evenly
matched with Samford," Oertel
said. "If we played 10 matches,
we would win five each."
Eastern and Samford each
won three singles matches, but
Samford prevailed in doubles
play and that proved to be the
deciding factor.
"It was a good weekend overall." Oertel said. "We won two
out of three matches, but the
only thing to do is to keep plugging away. A coach can never
be 100 percent content."
Megan Berry and Herrera
are the only seniors on the
Colonels' squad.
Reach Brandon at
brandon roberts@eku.edu

BY COURTNEY DANIEL

Sports writer

Eastern's1 men's tennis
team played its first round in
the Ohio Valley Conference as
a fourth seed Kriday. losing 4-0
to fifth seed Tennessee Tech.
"liven though we were
seeded ahead of them, they
beat us in the regular season."
Coach Rob Oertel said.
Eastern lost the doubles
point with two losses from
Tom Wospil and Lars Gratzki
in the No. 1 spot against
Shunsuke Shimizu and Javier
Saab.
Nic Brenner and Kredrico
Goncalves in the No. :i spot
also lost their match against
Juan Pablo Gomez and Tiago
Gilioli. The No. 2 spot in doubles played by Lars Gratzki
and Mario Simic against
Michele Panzeri and Borja
Zarco was not finished.
Tennessee Tech gained
three more points in the
singles matches with three
matches that were not finished.

There were a lot of matches not completed because of
the way the tournament was
run." Oertel said.
Shimizu defeated Wospil in
the No. 1 spot (i-2, «-;{. In the
No. 2 spot, I'anzeri won over
Gratzki 6-1, 6-3. Brenner was
led by Zarco in the No. 3 spot,
bul the game was not finished.
Another defeat from
Tennessee Tech in the No.
4 spot from Gilioli against
Eastern's Chase Armstrong
(i-1. (i-2. In the No. 5 spot
Goncalves was leading the
match against Juan Pablo
Gorrtez; however, it was not
finished. The No. (i match of
Simic and Javier Saab was also
not finished because Tech had
already clinched the victory.
Eastern continued tournament play on Saturday in an
elimination match that it won
4-0 against Austin I'eay pulling them in fifth place for the
tournament.
"It's an improvement from
last year's seventh place finish." Oertel said.
The Colonels started out
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Interested in working for The Progress? Call Tracy at 622-1572.
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by picking up the doubles
point with the first win from
Gratzki and Simic in the No. 2
spoi against Wesleigh Pancno
and Nabil Labebedi <"-7. followed by a win from Brenner
and Goncalves who defeated
Patrick Puertolas and Cody
Wall, 8-4.
In singles. Wospil won his
match in the No. 1 spot against
Ankur Singula (>-4. 6-2. Gratzki
in the No. 2 spot and Brenner
in the No. 3 spot did not finish
their matches. Another win
from Armstrong in the No. 4
spot against Wesleigh Pancho
was followed by Gdncalves,
who gained the last win
against Patrick I'uertolas.
"Overall. I am pleased with
the season considering the
injury circumstances; the guys
held strong." Oertel said.
Oertel is very optimistic
about next year's team.
"We are going lo have a
good core returning next
year," Oertel said.
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What the Mature audience only for 'Shivaree'
Held?!

because it is a lesser-known play.
It iS different having so lew people
in the play. Moreton said.
"I personally like to direct newer
stuff and the newer stuff lends to have
fewer cast members." Moreton said.
"I've never been in such a small
cast so for me il has been a learning
experience." Hayes said.
It is an honor to be picked to be in
the cast because there are only five
members. Hayes said.
Hayes said he would describe his
character. Scaggs. as "a fast-talking
street-rat who would do just about
anything to get what he wants."
EKU Theatre will present
"Shivaree" at X p.m. tonight through
Saturday in the Gifford Theatre in the
Campbell Building.
Tickets are $5 for students and
senior citizens and $(> for adults.
Tickets can be reserved between
noon and 4 p.m. by calling 622-1323
through Friday.

BY BRITTNEY HAYNES_

The St

With
Cindy Held

Lasl nighl marked the opening of

NoDoz no substitute
for good night's rest
It's thai time of the semester again
when some <>! us start wishing we had
better study habits.
Everything starts piling up, and
In aven forbid we gel stu/| done ahead
of time
I was in the library lasl Sunday night
anil have never seen so man) students
working on. what appeared to be. lastminute projects and papers.
I'm usually a habitual Sunday
nighter at the library since I like to put
things ofl until the last minute.
i. ase in ixiint — lasl Friday I had a
'paper due. I had known about ii lor a
. while, bin I hanks io my procrastination
and ions oi other work, by l"hursda>
nighl I hadn't finished it.
I had in pull an all-nighl writing ses«o I decided to take some NoDoz
caffeine pills to keep me perked up.
No sleep is bad enough, bui being
wired on caffeine is in times worse.
I have-never been BO wired in all my
life, and I drink a lair amount of caffeine usually. The bottle said one pill
was equal to the amount of caffeine in
a cup ol coffee. Ii was a lie.
I took one again on Friday morning
so I could make ii through my classes.
filings look a lu.rn for the worse
when everything started stressing me
out more than normal. I couldn't keep
a thought in my head, and I felt like I
had a twitch all day.
The scariest part of my caffeine
overdone was I fell as though I was
aboul In have an anxiety attack Friday
afternoon. Ii was like the episode of
"Saved by the Bell," when Jesse took
too many caffeine pills.
Lesson learned - NoDoz is a big
no-no.
If you find yourself in my situation, don't go for the caffeine pills.
Try adopting efficient study schedules.
It would probably work better, but 1
wouldn't know anything about that.

this semester's final production by
I'M The.ill e as five students told
the story of "Shivaree" by William
Mastrosimine.
Chandler lAaron Bentley) is a 19year-old hemophiliac whose mother,
Mrs. Kimbrough (Amie Dunn), is
over-protective ol him.
Mrs. Kimbrough does not want
Chandler's genetic condition to be
passed down to other generations, so
she tries to keep him from meeting
people, especially women.
Chandler becomes frustrated about
imi having a female companion.
Chandler's savvy neighbor Scaggs
(Branden Hayes) gels him a prostitute named I aura (Pawn Hall), but
Chandler cannot make himself loss
his virginity to her.
Chandler eventually meets
Shivaree (Dora Barrett), a belly dancer who lives across the street.

Marcie McDowell Progress
Chandler (Aaron Bentley) points out stars to Shivaree (Dora Barren). EKU Theatre
will perform "Shivaree" at 8 p.m. tonight through Saturday in the Gifford Theatre

Mis Kimbrough struggles to keep
them apart.
The play is for an adult-only audience because ol some cussing and
sexual content.

Reach Hrittneyat
brittney haynes I-fi-eku. edu

Self-tanning products tested for effectiveness
BY BRITTNEY HAYNES

Prog1'

& ADAM BAKER

Willi such beautiful weather the
past couple of weeks, most people
have been wearing their summer
clothes to bear the warmth
of a Kentucky spring.
For many of us. that
also means baring pasty
white, winterized skin
If you are on<
of the many who
don't waul Io blind
people when the
sun hits your skin,
you may be looking for
ways io darken up.
Instead of going Io a tanning bed.
you may want Io consider self-tanning
lotions, foams or sprays.
Progress staffers Brittney Haynes
and Adam Baker choose three selflanning products to test

Adam: Tile loam was easy to use
and lairly mess free The product
sticks to its claim to darken your skin
by two shades instantly. As soon as I
rubbed it in, I looked like I
had spent al least a day on
the beach. Bui don't get
loo excited I nlorlunately.
the next morning in the
shower my fake-bake practically disappeared.
Brittney: The foam suggested using Neulrogena's I'reSun scrub before using the loam.
Jusl a tip. raw sugar and olive oil
exfoliate does just as well for much
less. TTie foam was very hard to rub
in. and the bottle had no directions on
how much to use. TTie foam was really dark after pulling il on. bul most of
the color washed off in the shower
the next morning.
We give the Instant Bronze foam
two out of five palettes.

Product #2

Sally Hansen's Airbrush Sun
Adam: Although the spray is not

instant, this product turned out to
give me the darkest tan in-a-can of
all three. The spray-paint-like bottle
makes it very easy to apply and. if
done right, keeps it off your hands.
Brittney: When I first put the spray
on, it was clear. The next morning the
sprayed area had become much darker. The spray did not leave streaks or
have an orange tinl to it. TTie spray
had an odor to it. but it was not an
unbearable smell.
We give the spray three and a half
out of five palettes.

fV *<

of chocolate this stuff will make your
skin look like is while. It seems to jusl
be a moisturizer. A much less expensive bottle of Suave lotion can do the
same thing this stuff does. .
Brittney: TTie lotion was dark at
first, but after a good night's rest.
most of the color went away. The
lotion shade should have been called,
"a couple minutes in the sun." There
wasn't much difference between my
pasty skin and my lotion-treated skin.
The lotion was hard to rub in and it
took awhile for it Io soak in. If you
were Io apply this product Io most of
your body, you would probably need
to be prepared to stand awhile so you
wouldn't stain anything.
We give No-Ad sunless tanning
lotion two and a half out of five palettes.

*t<

Product #3
No-Ad dark sunless tanning lotion
Adam: Be prepared to have orange

Product #1

fingertips for a few days after this one.
Don't be fooled by how chocolatey
the lotion looks either. The only type

<*t*

Neutrogena-lnslant-Bronze-sunless-ianner-and-bronzer in-one foam

Reach Cindy at
cynthia JieldiSeku.edu

"We feel it's better to warn people." said Jim Moreton. director of
"Shivaree "
Moreton said he chose "Shivaree''
as the final production of the year

Reach Adam and Brittney at
prugress@eku.edu

CLASSIFIED ADS
I

HELP
WANTED

j

Baby-sitter wanted in my
home. Must be dependable, energetic and enjoy
infants and children. Prefer
education major. Minimum
ten hours per week. More
in summer. $8-10 per hour
depending on duties.
Weekends and evenings.
Musi have reliable transportation. Leave name, mailing
address and phone number
at 893-1611.

c

HELP
WANTED

j

Nanny Needed. Summer
position. M-Th. 8am-4:30pm.
References required.
626-3256.
Lifeguards, Swim Instructors and Pool Managers
needed for Lexington area
clubs. $7-25 per hour. Must
have lifeguard certifications.
For an application, pleas,
call 859-5364999 or e-mail
brad 10965 "aol.com

c

HELP
WANTED

j

c

HELP
WANTED

j

NOW HIRING
CAMPUS MANAGERS
Ready for the UReps challenge? UReps is looking for the
most outgoing, enthusiastic leaders for our Campus Manager
position for the Fall, 2005 semester! Work 10 hours per
week, gain valuable business experience, and earn while
you build your resume. $100 weekly salary plus bonuses.
To learn more, and apply, visit www.UReps.com

HELP WANTED: AD REPRESENTATIVES
Jump-start your career with The Eastern Progress
Advertising Dept. Add SALES EXPERIENCE to your
resume while MAKING COMMISSION on the ads
you sell. We're looking for a person thai our advertisers can depend on. It's a flexible schedule where
you'll get as much out of it, as you put into itl
*Com« to Donovan Annex 117 for an application. 622)881

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
• $8.SO an hour, with increases of
S0< alter 90 days 6 S0C at one year
- Benefits (Health. 401K a Pax! Vacations)
- Weekly Paychecks
• Weekends 8 Holidays Off
• Consistent Work Schedule
• J 1/2 to S Hour Shifts

Immediate Openings for the
Night Shift (11PM-4AM)■
Night Sort Tuition Reimbursement Plan
Get up to S2,000/ye«
0tl*r available shifts include
Preload • 4AM 9AM
Day- 11AM-4PM
Twilight • 5PM 10PM
Apply online at:

www.upsjobs.com
tqiMl Opportunity Employei

We are looking for a dependable person to come in our
home. Monday - Friday,
from 7:30-4:30, to provide
child care for two elementary
school age children. We are
hoping to find someone that
enjoys trips to the park,
playing games, and enjoys
children. Must have dependable transportation, and reference required. For more
info, call Kristy Mitchell at
623-0786.
Please leave message.
Easter Seal Camp KYSOC
summer employment opportunities. Contact Stephanie
Mayes at 502-732-5333 or
e-mail fun@kysoc.org.

Summer break work with
great pay! We have flexible
schedules for positions in
Customer Sales and Service.
All majors are welcome.
No experience necessary.
All ages 17+ are welcome
but conditions do apply.
Call 859-543-0520 to start
now or after finals.
Summer work moving
furniture. $8.50 an hour.
Apply in person @ Safeway
Moving and Storage.
772 Winchester Rd.

Lexington. 859-253-0891.

c

FOR RENT

j

c

FOR SALE

Room for Rent.
400 Watt Yorkville power
Victorian house. Cable,
amp and Yorkville 115B bass
internet. Female preferred. guitar cabinet for sale. Great
$340 + deposit. All utilities condition. $500. Will deliver
included. 859-248-6077.
free within certain distance.
Call Will at 859-983-1442.
New 2 Bedroom. $450 a
month. $300 deposit.
Black Pearl Drum set for
859-913-2155.
sale. All hardware included
with extra snare drum.
421 Edwards Ave.
Great for beginners. $350.
3 Bedroom. Washer/dryer Will deliver for free within
hook-up. $375 + electric.
certain distance. Call Will at
623-7330 or 623-3680.
859-983-1442.
Lancaster Ave. Apartments.
1 Block from EKU.
Student Leases available.
Spacious 2 Bedroom
Townhouses. Up to 2 1/2
baths, W/D hook-up and
covered decks.
All Utilities Paid.
625-5757.

SERVICES
AVAILABLE
SMALL DOG STORAGE
Now Open. Formerly
Land's Mini Storage.
30-180 Sq. Ft. units.
128 South Killarney Lane
623-8501.

^PERSONAL

")

4 Bedroom Townhouse.
All appliances.
LexingtonMojo. com
Includes washer and dryer. The digital handprint on the
Call 859-626-1312.
Bum of the city.
LexingtonMojo.com

(_ TRAVEL/MISC )
SPRING BREAK 2006.
Travel with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and
Florida. Now hiring
on-campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www,st,stravel,cQm-

CALL

622-1881
TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED AD

'The Eastern Progress is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads
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